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amount.” The maiden sighed, sidlfo, bri theirby to inform yen that through wonder
4
ANECDOTE.
dled, looked amiable, said, “ Sir if you will ful mercy m v state of health is much better
Durmg the winter campaign of 177—, our
M-TO
JI
take advantage of my agitation, I do own, and I think I have a prospect of recovery as
soldiers suffered extremely for the want of
JAMES K. RÉ.MIGH,
In the village of Cripplesingleit lived Miss your merit requites it. Your proposal has the spring advances—do give thanks and provisions A penurious old Dutchman, liv
tn reducedf4 OPPOSITE THE MEETINCrfiOUSE.
“ I am the happiest pray for me.
Bridget Sibthurdle, and Miss Dorothy my cohcurience.”
ing
m the vicinity of the quarters of the ar
Marchmyrtle. 'Die villagers were apt to of men,” exclaimed the lover. “ Your ap
I received last evening 2 letters from your my was known to possess great quantities of
call them, when speaking of them, Mrs. but probation only was waj.ting to perfect my fe <dear liand which I need not tell you were beet, pork, &c.; but rhe object of the most
State of Blaine, in retaining the prefixed Miss I have the j licity ; without that I could not have ventur sweet and agreeable to me. I am sorry your particular regard among the soldiers,
'P°r^ ¿illg
sanction of their own invariable custom, and j ed to complete the union, dear as it is to my stockens were forgot—the I cant find but 1
hJted smoke house. It was a small
olve providing fm- the Choice of Electors surely they had a right to decide on their j heart.” “ Of course not !” said the lady, ;
pr which I think fit—shall send them by building situated a short distance from his
ih‘ò?Fì?sli«ù • of President and Vice President.
whom
this
singular
truism
rather
amazed,
i
own
appellation.
r
Lhesc
two
old
maidshad
Cap
;
ffrost,
pray
my
dear
forgive
tidt,
only
■he sale oi them J 'escaped, That on the first Monday of
house, and contained, as the soldiers well
Long been the stockfish of t.he village. They i Forgive me madam, if I now kavt you — this
i
neglect, but all my failings and imper knew, a goodly number of delicious hams.
uule e^Pectat
'ember next, there shall be chosen at
i
which I know have been many and Arrangements were made lor carrying off
5,i fe1 e out of the whole State, two Electors of were a sort of landmarks, and were supposed I you know a lover’s feelings, ami 1 must has- fections
ten to expedite matters,” And the gentle- great.
i
both smoke housend hams. Eight muscu
*, si dent and Vice President of the United by the juveniles of the place to be coeval
ent of their 111ai)ï
vanished, leaving Miss Dorothy aston
with the market cross. That this, however, .man
•
I heartily wish you a prosperous voiage lar men, provided with long poles, repaired
' - Jl'?uy esteem es, and one in each District within this was not the case, appeareth from the regis ished, that he should be in such hai-tc to pj"o- that
i
yqur enemies may be delivered into your to the scene of action, and with little noise
Operation as a't¿ :e, as is or may be limited for the choice ter of the parish church of Garry minster, cure the licence before the day was fixed.
Ihands if it be the will of God and your life and less ceremony, transported the house and
>n.e !S ^cessai« Representatives to the Congress of wherein is recorded the baptism of Bridget,
An hour had not elapsed w hen Miss Bridg*. with the lives of them yt accompany you may its contents to their camp. Immediately on
And it shall be the
'e,gnremedvwi United States.
hehead,stÍ?
cf the: Selectmen of the several daughter of Humphrey and Bridget Sibthur et Sibthurdle was announced—She was in be precious in his sight—but lam weak and discovering his loss, the old Dutchman wait
i
—farewell my dear creature
s Appetite, ¿Jns’.and
andJthe Assessors of the several dle, baptized May 8, 1“6^ ; and of Dorothy, troduced to her friend’s dressing room. “My tyred
ed on Ln layette the commanding officer,
1 remain your loving Wife
daughter of Joim and Sismunda Marchmyr- dear Dorothy, who do you think has just left
with a doleful complfont,
< :
itatmns.
nations, m
in this State,in the manner the' tle, April 10, in the same year.—Vve can; me^ Ah! I see you guess! But of course
MARYr PEPPERELL.
areli^
“ Sheneral.” said he, “ your taffi sogers
and seriously
assure our readers,
|
must, he told me Ye had just left you.; Since I began to write I hear Cap. ffrost hab
mît CtiGUS 61!'*'- directs for calling town meetings, to imost' truly
.
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‘
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carry off my shmoke boos.”
!?e®tsAe' the inhabitants of their respective
j:.i
that the sin of old^maidenhood did
not lie at-1i “ If you mean Mr. Elderberi , my «tear pdeclines going.on the expedition, Mv love
ieir'ksfob^ius and’ plantations,
‘
. ...............................
'
De diable,
exclaimed the JMarqui^fi
duly qualified to-vote the door of these ladies. On the coi.trary, I friend, certainly it is not Iuig sfotd he ,?asl and servis to all friends I should be glad to
whose English was not remarkable for itr
np-'.'.J1’eU\alerifoleprese^
Senators to the Lehere,
”
“
Yes,
I
know
he
has
Opened
il
to
p
see dear sister Balistoi^hcre.
their efforts to divorce themselves from cell- !
purity ; “ ’tis no poSeble.”
habib
iture of this State, to"assemble on Mon- bacy had been numberless. The learned you; he told me he had."—“ 1 dec.i
he
“ Dunde and buxum, dis drue.”
Kittery Jaury ye 8th 1745.
seasoiis'-irl S^^
the third day of *■'
November next, to give professions had encountered a full display of was in a great hurry to hnpart his tidings.
“Vel den,” exclaimed the Marquis, “if
.................
' ■■
fol; heir written
votes, to t¡ie selectmen,or their charms. Two successive vicars had Yet he seems so happy one cannot but par M"y Dearest
Li
essors, whose duty it shall be to preside obtained dispensations and left to the curates don him.”—“ Well my love, you know 1 , It is now near a month' since I had the dev have got your smoke house, you may be
■without fojjl tch meeting, for one Elector assigned to
pleasure of receiving a line from you not tankful dat they did not take your meat too.”
the cure of souls.—Two curates were mar have a favor to beg, which I am sure you 1
i District respectively, and for two ried men. Two succeeding ones had resign will not refuse ! our friendship will insure •withstanding 1 hear that vessels are frequent
ctual,thalbye^
ctors tobe chosen at large in the State, ed their situation. The Ollapods and Brief its being granted.” “ I think, 1 guess,” re-;.ly coming up from Cape Baiton to Boston Deny every thing and insist upon prqdf.
my clear has caused me abundance of
Lawyer Acmo.idy (said onr venerablg
foresaid, not being Senators or Represen wits were besieged in vain. One by one of plied Miss Dorothy ; “ wel>, but speak, ray Ithis
;
tes, or persons holding any office of trust the apothecaries evaporated, and the attor dear.” “ Why you know there must be a | anxiety not knowing how to account for your friend) figured at the bar in Essex cofinty,
longsyfence,
and
at
onetime
my
heart
is
Mass, something like half a century ago.
i are covered ivofit
under
said
States,• And the neys would not plead, though there was every bride’s maid on this occasion.” “ Precisely j
. 7___
‘
’ ’ ’United
\
design of theGwd Selectmen
” ‘
dr Assessors, or the major chance of an “ O yds” from the respondents. what I was thinking of.” “ Now I shoul 1 ready to sink within me fearing that von He bad a student named Varnum, who had
are
sick,
at
another
I
conceit
same
unkind
eats namethereo», t of them, shall in open town meeting
just corqpfoted his studies, was journeying to
Fate at length directed to the sillage Jonah be very happy, my dear Marchmyrtle——•”
has intercepted your letters, but what
; and count the votes, and form a list ot Elderberry, Esq. a younger sou’s younger “ Ah ! 1 understand you; yes, my dear hand
(ever the reason may be 1 resolve not to im- a distant town in company with his master.
Acmoody on bis way observed to his student
persons voted
with
of soBi who retired in the 58th year of his age friend, you certainly, in preference to every ,
IjJCi'&UllS
WICU for,
I'D 15
Wltu the
LUC- number
UUHiUCL.Ul
that my dear husband can forget me,
for each person against his name ; and to Cripplesingk it, on a gold headed cane, other, shall be itiy bride’s maid.”—“ Yoiir agiiie
,or surfer the least abatements in his love, no, —“ Varnum you have fin’shed your studies,
J Q
nri
cilrcs
/.b-rn
fl
t**3
Fiz
in
t
Li
ir»
but. there is one important part of a lawyer’s
¡11 make a public declaration thereof in and a life annuity of one hundred and nine bride’s maid ! Misi MarchmyrtieJ” “.Cer
1 meeting, and shall, in presence of said, teen pounds, odd shillings, odd pence, the tainly, I promise it to you.” “Ob'! that is, no, on the contrary 1 flatter myself that your practice of great consequence, that I have
heart dictates to you what I senseably feel in not mentioned.” “ What is that ?” inquire.^
'> Ci'íeií’d/fáfoiabitants, seal up copies of said list, and
bequest of an old aunt, for whom Jonah had when you are married; yes, then, certainly, my own in better language than either of us1 the student. “I will tell it” replied Mr. a.
of the "W i
the same to the office of the becre- invented a tooth powefor equally choice and you shall return me the compliment!” a't- able to express.
“ provided you will pay the expense at the
II I IF \
of the State, on <;r before toe twentieth cheap. Jonah Elderberry, Esq. was a little “ When I am married! My dear Bridget,
The joyful news of the troops being sayl’d next tavern.” The student agreed; and
’ V rZt i
November next, at which time it shall man, and a great beau ; (on his arrival in the you are bewildered.—pid not you just ask to
from
Ergland
has
reached
my
.ears
and
1.
>ifc?Aeduty of the Governor and Council to
Acmoody imparted the inaxim at the head
vicinity of the two spinsters, he was called accompany me as my bride’s maid ?” hope before this time they are arrive’d at
m/1 onri n . - J»1 session, who shall examine said re- the beau with two strings.) He wore a little “ When ! where ! what do you mean?” cri Louisbourge, if so, I must claim your promise of this article. The supper, ike. were pro
ind d.ui Boston,Í¡1S an{J determme and declare who is
cured, and on preparing to set off from the
ed the bewildered Bridget. “Madam this
- P> nicqiai towf!i>cted by a majority of the votes in said wig, very neat, and always appeared in a cin is no jesting matter, I assure you ; 1 look on of returning a-s soon as possible, I mean with tavern, Acmobtly reminded Varnum that he
namon colored coat and a faded apple bloom
saifty
to
my
dear
soute
1
love
you
too
tender

had- engaged to pay the bill—“ I deny every
itricts respectively,and in case an Elector complexion. He carried age well; he also car your conduct as unfriendly.” “ Miss March
ly to be willing you should hazard your pre
.11 not be chosen in any district by a ma- ried on damp days, a small silk umbrella with myrtle, your conversation is unintelligible, ciouslife by attempting to come in the midst thing ajid insist upon proof,” retorted Vai"ty of votes, or incase the two electors to an ivory handle. He wore silk stockings with is strange; unaccountable ; in a word, do of winter, but Febry as 1 am informed is as num. 1 he joke was so good, that Acmoody
.chosen at large or either of them shall ; ■long clocks, and being inside of the clocks, he you wish to appear as my friend on my ap good a month as you can expect till May or Concluded it best to pay the bill himself.
Il have a majority of votes, it shall be the ii was sometimes called Bell hammer, which proaching union with Mr. Elderberry, oi June and can I bair the thought, can I live un
Am old Judge. As an Irish bricklayer
ly of the Governor and Council to ascer-j! accounts for his striking harmony with the not ?” “ Your union, ma’am !” “ Yes ma’am ! der the mtlaqcholly apprenension of being
ii from the returns of votes the person who 'j two spinsters. They heard of the name giv- Mr. Elderberry lias, as you know, this morn sepperated so long frbm my dearest husband was standing, very drunk, the other morn*
Tate disease wliicfel have the highest number of votes in;
ing made proposals—“ Yes to me,” inter whose company I prize far beyond the, wealth ing in Norfolk street, [London] a Jew, cry
; en him, and changed it to Bel-amour.
te art ofthemotoh District, or the person or ¡persons who i To Mr. Elderberry-accordingly, both la- rupted Miss'Marchmyrtle. “Did you not of both the Indies Joyn’d with all the empty ing “ old clothes,” passed on the opposite
7 he sound struck on a responsive
s at length
have the highest number of votes in . dies laid sFege. They besieged him in hopes* say he had told you of it?”—“His affection specious tittles which may be conferred on side.
; State, at large, and to declare such per- that he would beseech them ; but each flat for me, he certainly told me he had, though you or aqy other mortal—oh with what con chord, silent till thus awakened, fo the drin
1 the person or tered herself with the hope of being the without consulting me, informed you of; a ¡fo tempt should I look on all these trifles mighb ker’s soul. He listened one moment for the
--cry
. j y; raised i.*«»
his eyes
y y® .tjv.’everentially,
v v1
ich plurality of; lucky she, and of disappointing the other. urty which I overlooked in. him at the time. I possess them at tlfo expense of your absence ^second
and repressed a half uttered hiccup, and then
foUfTTi' esto be duly elccù
This was a powerful by-motive, for they ( Had he known that I was to be thus insulted but after all 1 have said or can say if wee turning slowly round after the Israelite^
ÄiiS.'’*“ d, That the Secretary j ,were bosom friends. However, Mr. Elder he would have placed his confidence else must yet remain at this doleful distancé from pointing with the right arm expended, while
___ ______
hi ected forthwith to : jberry’s conduct was sufficiently ambiguous, where.” “ Woman ! it is false !” exclaimed each other—oh may wee daily meet at the
:',nsmit to each person so chosen Elector, a not that he failed hl paying the most decided Miss Marchmyrtle, unable to suppress the throne of grace by our fervent prayers to that the left clung .to the rails in order to effect
he is so universally''
the movement more securely and easily, he
.
-----tificate of his having been so chosen, iattentions
to either lady; on the contrary, torrent of her rage, “You! mdivyyou!” G. d who has in infinite wisdom as well as
,,
. ,, id that said Electors be and hereby are di-1 !he was equally assiduous to both, and here, retorted the other, “ you old—y ou ugly goodness ordered this affliction for us and will said, half in ejaculatibn, half addressing the
bystanders—“ There goes one of the thieves
ent has stoodto meeton the first 1'uesday of De- ■
was the mischief. So equally did he divide wretch !” “ Come along! this instant, come 1 trust in his own good way and time tumour
V ^Aæi'ed^W’Çber next, at the Senate Chamber ini himself, that he ran a chance of being cut along!” screamed Dorothy, ahd siezing her mournful sighs into acclamations of. joy and., that murdered our Saviour ! !” '
Monthly Magazine.
nediately
And in case of the death or ab-j deads a catastrophe, which wasoply prevent qnaudara friend by the arm, she dragged pi‘ayer, so teaching us to begin that heaven
■ action to the
of any of the Electors, or hi case ed by the scarcity of bachelors in the village. uur away. The chair in. whfoh Miss Bridget ly work here which thro free grace 1 would
iginal colouranis^y^oie number-Electors to which the ; To recur once more to the simile of the had arrived was at the door, into it they both humbly hope will be our eternal imployinent.
A gentleman who assisted the Count d*
Cabra in putting on his armor before a battle,
icommendat«®i({tè'¡s entitled shall, from any cause, be; clock, (which is making the most of time,) got; they were not very corpulent, and the
1 am deai est creature
perceiving
him tremble,, asked what could
perior efficacy,the deficiencies shall immediately i he'Was like a pendulum, so impartial were vehicle was of easy dimensions.—“ To Mr.
your foxing and faithful Wife
cause this emotion in a-man of such known,
that a fairTW:supnfied from the people by a majority of j his vibrations between the “two parties.” Elderberry’s!” and to Mr. Elderberry’s
MARY PEPPERELL.
bravery ? The Count answered “ my flesh
ntator. lthasiiit^es *of the Electors present. A.nd said i At length, however, it appeared that things they were carried. The honor of this visit
trembles at the dangers into which my soul
ises of fifteen andtuctors shall vote by ballot on the first Wed- ; were coming to a crisis. Miss Dorothy not a little surprised the gentleman in ques
LARGE PAPERS.
will lead it.
ìave resistedtliep4day of December next, for one person Marchmyrtle had had supernatural indica tion, who was arranging a quantity of white
Some
publishers
of
newspapers
seem
to
dy that couldbedfr President and one person for Vice Presi- ! tions that something was going to come. kid gloves, with which bistable wascovered. suppose that the value of tneir publications
once gives imtiieftnt of the United States. And for their I For three several mornings the coffee “ Mr. Elderberry, you did me the honor of a is estimated among readers, by their superb- . A carpenter on board a ship, returning
it cores 7’.m %vel and attendance they shall receive the grounds had given mysterious hints; bride visit this morning,” said Miss Marchmyrtle, cial feet and inches, and hence it is, perhaps, from the West Indies, having lost his saw,
GALD HEAD)aime compensation as members of the Le- cake appeared in her dreams, and cradles smoothing down her features as much as in that it is getting to be somewhat fashionable suspected the captain’s servant, a little Ne
iar to unhealthy feature, to be allowed and paid out of the bounced from the fire. The ring of an or her lay. “ I had certainly that felicity : and amongst the fraternity to issue a daily, semi groboy, of having stolen it. Mungo denied
nothing of a inércireasury of this State.
.
ange thrown over her shoulder arranged it never, madam, did a visit at your dwelling weekly or weekly sheet considerably small all knowledge of the affair, and in this doubt
t, anef it maybe Be it further Resolved, That if the Se self in a true love knot. That of a turnip, to confer more pleasure.” “ You spoke, sir, of er than a common sized bed-blanket. These ful way the matter remained, when the car
n’s under anyefctmen of any town, or the Assessors of any be sure, had represented an H; and why —of—an intended—a desired—on your part, enormous enlargements may, it is true, be penter, seeing the lad ope day upon deck,
lantation in thq State, shall neglect to might not Elderberry be spelt with that let I say—desired union.” “ Desired, ma’am ; serviceable to readers in one respect;—‘they exclaimed to a brother clfrp, “ This d—d
ale and Retailfensmit the list of votes of such town or ter ? and even if it were not the first letter of 1 trust, nay, 1 know, on both sides.”—“ jfa- furnish a sheet large enough for three or saw sticks in my gizzard.” The boy instant
antatioa in manner aforesaid, to the Secve- Elderberry, it was certainly the last of Jo deed, sir!” with a toss; “may 1 inquire, for- four subscribers, and by being divided among ly ran to his master, and joyfully cried out»,
h Portland "Defcry of the State, on or before the twentieth nah. On the morning of the fourth day the satisfaction of my friend and myself, the that number may reduce the newspaper tax “ Massa, me glad, me glad,Massa! carpen
Hill ’Conway of November next, each of said Select- came a little flourish on the knocker, at the present name of the future M rs. Elderberry ?” of the reader ; but on this score it can be no man has find him saw.” “Ah, ha! and
nkP Saco’ ¡Udite» or Assessors so neglecting, shall forfeit door of Miss Dorothy’s dwelling ; and a sin “ Are you not acquainted with it!” exclaim advantage to the publisher, who may have where did. he find it?” “Yes, Massa! in
pbnnk '
id pay a sum not exceeding two hundred gle knock by way of peroration, a sort of min ed the astonished bachelor. “ I understood, but a quarter of a subscriber where he now deed me tell no lie; he say he found it in his
gizzar.”
less than fifty dollars.
iature town knock, or London rap in a con as much this morning, when I waited to gain has one, as he furnishes in each paper enough
discounttoc H]
lt further Resolved, That the return of sumption.
your
approval
of
the
intended
event;
that
The door opened, and Miss
to meet tlfe wants of four readers.
A fellow once calling a barber a /taper
__otes for Electors given as Before directed
March myrtle’s handmaid»annonnccd Mi*. El is, ot my marriage with my beloved Mary
We believe that the public do not judge of
tall be in substance in the following form, derberry'. So “enter Jonah.” There was Murray.” “Mary Murray! vile deceiver,” the value or usefulness of a paper by its size sA"u/Z7?oo^i/, so irritated the frizeur, that he
swore if ever he dared repeat the phrase,
iz: At a legal meeting of the town of
something more of constraint in Miss Doro exclaimed Miss bibthurdlb. “ Mary Mur —unless they want it for wrapping paper—
’d give him suph a dressing as he never
f VHvv» 3r plantation, as the case may be) in the thy’s manner than usual, as she motioned^ ray ! you basest of men.” excli.i ned Miss- but by the matter contained in it. That pa he
skull
fountv of
, qualified by the c< n ititutiou Mr. Elderberry to a chair ; a degree of con Marchmyrtle. “O Dofothy ! O Bridget! per which is conducted in the most able and had in bis life, and added,-1
—
o voté for Senators and Representatives in sciousness whicli looks very well at sixteen ; deceived, betrayed, undone!” wept, sobbed, interesting manner—that which best suits ed, indeed ! I’d have you to know, that my
riber having coiM^ Kegisiature of this State, holden ■ on the but it is perhaps.reversed when the figures and said both ladies in concert. “ Mr. El the wants oi the public— will be considered skull is as thick as yours, and be d——d to
seers of the hj j
day of
, being the
- day of are reversed. This something, it has no derberry, did you not this morning ask mt if the most valuable, whether printed on a you.
the supportofallu^vd month, in the year of our Imrd one name in the living tongue, was not, however, I were acquainted with your attachment—” large or a small sheet, or whether printed in
Proverbial Theft.rAt being proved, on a
idtownfortliecC0ttsan4 ^;ght hundred and twenty
, confined to the spinster. It seemed even “ To Mary, I did; I went to acquaint you, a town or city, where there are a great ma
trial at Guildhall, that amah’s name was re
• forbidsallpspre
“
...................................
e in their votes for
:reby
said inhabitants gay
still more to occupy and overwhelm the and afterwards, Miss Sibthqrdle, with the ny brick houses and stores, or in one where ally Inch, who pretended that it was finch.
mg any of said‘®Snq Elector of President and Vice President bachelor. Several a-hems. Information circumstances; by each, 1 vvas told, yon there are but few. At least this is our opin
»tingthosepei*bf the United States for their District ; and given and received on that recondite subject, were already acquainted with it.” The la ion.— There are some little papers which “ I see,” observed the Judge, “ the old say
ing is verified in this man, who, being allow
jecial agreetrffor two Electors for the state at large ; and the state of the weather. Lapdog very well ? dies were dumbfounded. The question of come to our office—a stranger would hardly ed an Inch, has taken an A.”
persjasl shallfrhe same were received, sorted, counted and Lapdog not very well, sick of the surfeit, oc approbation they had construed as a question think of looking into, them—-that we always
ter this date, declared in open town (o r plantation) meet- casioned by eating too many stewed oysters, of acceptance; Their hopes - were ruined, seize upon gladly, knowing that we are to
The, Tartar's Origin of Earthquakes*
OSIAS LlTUbpg,
the Selects -n (or Assessors) who poor dear thing. Friend Miss Sibthurdle ve and the bachelor lost.—They departed, were, find something instructive and useful in
..
re sided, and in prcsenc ; of towm (or planta- ry well ? Miss Sibtliardle quite well. So reconciled, and joined in hatred against the them. They are, it is true, printed on poor
Bell, who travelled among the Izeremisch
new
couple.
They
went
home,
Miss
Sib

U1 person 5on) Clerk, who formed i list of the. persons passed half an hour. At !the expiration of.
paper, in every respect unpretending unless Tartars, says, that earthquakes there are
isting MarttoBotedforand made a rec« >rd thereof as follows this period, the conversation, after a sal t of thurdle to fondle her cat; Miss Marchmyr by* their appearance they pretend to be attributed to the awkward attempts, which
tle
to
vent
her
spleen
upoh
filing,
fla.
izzell.onaccoMjfez ;
—, ior
Rubicon-like pause, was renewed. A new
meaner than they are. They are, top, pub are made by the frog, who supports the
----- -^8^------o expense? oi®1’
Forkev was touched, and a mystery unlocked.
lished in obscure; country towns, not much ' globe, to scratch himself I!
From
the
Portsmouth
Tun
r
s.
For“ I have ventured to wait on Miss March
paid. '
f
known, to tire public;—but what of all that?!
SIR WILLIAM PEPPERELL.
myrtle in consequence of—of—-” a period or
They have editors at the wheel, who though I Two Irishmen coming to London from St/
24,
A friend has kindly furnished us with cop they'may not be favored by the inspirations I Alban’s, one of them asked a man that was
full scop. “ No need of assigning any cause.
idiTM
Mr. Elderberry’s visits always acceptable !” ies of the following letters from the .lady of arising iron) a view of the long brick walls : t© work by the side of the road, How many
Atti
“Very good— ttrv kind—very kind indeed. Sir William Peppered to her husband.— of a city, or the rattling of trucks across the i miles it was to London ? to which he replied
But the occasion of my present visit is one of The}'- will probably bb read with some a- pavements, are as well qualified to dis- j twentyone of the Irishmen said, we shall
>OCEUl^ rth
nAshaYe tbe d
»
btate to procure ami
so peculiar a nature, one in which my hap museraent and interest by the mnatuers of charge their duty, as if they lived in Boston not reach London to-night ; pho, said the
blank returns, in the fur
piness is so materially a subject, that my dear the antique. They show a. warmth of feel or New-York. It ¡spot the place Were a; other, come along, it is but ten miles afieiee.
r
v..... v.
..
- J ing, aii ardour iff conjugal affection, and above paper is printed, nor is it the size of the sheet
VV. I. Rfi]vl '■ feeveral tow11 s and p i ant
Miss Marchmyrtle
must excuse ....j
any want,of
i <connexion
in detail1 of what it is impossible, I all a glow of unaffected piety, which we ate nor is it the pretty letters which mdorn it, I A country parson having divided his text
rkan Gfo L, [ ApprovedJ>y the
___ .L—
d
perhaps, explicitly to detail.
detail."” “ I believe, 11 inclined to believe, is hardly surpassed be that makes it useful or deserving of patron- ‘ under two and twenty heads; one of the
PORK"
teiloW imwcing with a gen..eman think, I imagine, I understand your meaning, j the most deserving r:bs of the present day.
II A young fellow
out of the
in
age. Nor is that paper cheapest whose price \ congregation was getting ----------- church ...
ir vkSFS'
KHicu
himself, at a lady’s to whom sir. Beg you will coimpose yourself.” “ Then,' It is true there are sonfo/jfoziAzrz/fos in the is the least,—some which cost a dollar at e a great hurry ; but a neighbor pulling him
much older than bi
NAILS>th paid their addresses, took mi opportu- madam, 'this—this—the attachment of which ; spelling,-Ac. but for this, some excuse is to be actually worth three times as much as oth- bv the sleeve, asked whither he was going?
prior SouMjfoty ^f sarcastically asking his rnml, “
I would speak, you are acquainted with !*’I found in the habitual Ortho.j’iphy or the eis which cost three, and others which cost Home for my night cap, answered the first*
fJ!e d)^rence
I “ I confess, Mr. 'Elderberry, to show you the | time, aqd much in the great difference which , four are cheaper than those that can be had for 1 find .we are to stay here all night.
i frankness with which I mean, with .which it | exists between the early advantages of the
I
•
uhei‘.’) but? have ! is mv wi-.h to speak, I ovVn 1 have suspected; present generation and those ci Lady Pep- for two.— Gardiner Intelligencer.
____
'
j An alderman
aiderman of London once requested an
,Tn,ovit
alway s understood tnat an.fo^s muca otaer lit. Be quiet, Cupid.” The last words were | perell.
A patent has been granted in England for! author to write a speech for him to speak at
.
>at twenty than a man at fifty.”
«ooken to the lap-dog, and not to Mr. Elder- | 'Diese letters were written during toe ab- a bed filled with fob
air’instead of feathers ; the ‘ Guildhall,
Guildhall. “ I must first dine wita you,
berry.—~“ .kn<l may I then venture—may ijsenceofSir William upon the Louisbourgh ticking being made of cotton cloth coated ;’ replied he
he, “ and see how you opm your
m flïm A NEW Idea.- A Judge of oife of the courts I hope—that this too too, tender penchant of -expedition. The first, just before his em- with gum elastic', and an outer covering of. m iuth, that 1 may know what sort of words
;in Georgia, recently had to'pass sentence on i my heart for one of the most deserving of her I bai kation at Boston, ami the second after his silk. It may be filled or emptied at pleasure ’ willfit it.””
j Ocilla number of persons for some nigh iiande d i sex merits Miss Marchmyrtle’s approbation ? arrival at Cape Breton.
i And in the latter state carried in the pocke* I A gentleman having called his servant tb
JJ'™ offences against the laws of that State; ae; If so, my happiness will be complete.” Sir,
“ To the Rouble
was about to sentence faem to read through j I protest.. 1 am not prepared. Cupid,T-say
1 assist him in dressing, the man, who had been
Col William Pepperrcll Esqe
Irish Hydrophobia.—“ What did you kill (employed in some dirty work, came up ad
'
"T, ifilaU the Speeches made in Congress the pres- : how you-tease nie ! I am not at this moment;
at Boston
that dog for ?” “ Bekase he’d the Hydropho over dust. The master in a rage, took u
hl fw-» ]!lA"eüt Session—when the Cckqsel tor the pris- i
ivy agitation is such; pardon me,
these”
bia*’' “ How do you know that ?” “ Did’nt ! cane, and was preparing to lay it oyer ths
• i ,,nR cos!»'oners objected, on the ground ibitt the Con-i <4 , t
kind,” said Mr. Elderberry,
Kittery March'ye 9th 17x4
' you see him standing up yonder gateway, out fellow’sJback, when he cried out.—“ Sirp birs
ÆW sÛution of
ünhed i^aleS'C?,pt<;Î,<honÎd I how compassionate
I
3 I Yet forgive me, if i ■ Dear Soul
of the l ain ?' If he had’nt hated water, he’d
d&isthat no cruel or unusual punishments snoufo ,
takft
his place without knowing the
Though I remain we e and feeble yet I never done that; so I thought 1 had betterI i if you wish to dust my cent, I teg I
Wod Swl* be inflicted-rhey were p! ub..bly seltoKMt |
t'
y.t off fij’stt”
to rcca«; J<tt) the. State Prison for life.
I su>tin.u>t, c one whose judgniciit is sopar- ! cant forbair atteinting 1 e usq ot my pen t knock his brains out,”
, 0 note(i iTfii
Lwhichl'4

published

Br

lesolve of the

y -disoJ
S

k as cheap.

28,

«

40 years of age. He makes a race with Dr. ‘ and triy brother defeated him and his tribe
Purnell, a perfect Virginia Gentleman— ‘ and broke his small sword on the public
■
Jackson quarrels with, and abuseshim with- ‘ square, will forever rankle in his bosom, and
id.»«3
‘ make him thirst for vengeance. My life is •
•ut
measure.
saturai
la,
xsao,
NOMINATIONS BY THE PEOPLE.
Four days later from Euro/ze.^-The Silas
10th. Jackson and Thomas Swan or Vir ‘ in danger, nothing but a decisive duel can
J-Í Ho* than
ginia differ on the race track—high and abu 4 save me, or even give me a chance for Richards arrived at New-York from Liver
FOR, PRESIDENT,
We do not recollect when we have spe.
on Sunday, bringing dates to the 24th
■
sive language takes place—Swan challenges ‘ my own: existence ; for it is the settled plan pool,
E at’tsee
the
an
hour
more
agreeably
than
on
Satu
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS,
him, and he, for the first time, refuses to 4 to turn out puppy after puppy to bully me
OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Therewere
strong
rumors
that
Mr.
Husday last, in visiting the School for youiui'
fight; but tells Swan’s friend, Mr. N. A 4 and when I have got into a scrape, to have
McNairy, to inform Mr. Swan,that he would 4 me killed somehow in the scufle, afterwards kisson, Lord Palmerston, the Lord Chancel Ladies, under the Care cf Mrs. Murray.-.
FOR^VICE PRESIDENT,
be
in Nashville on Saturday and cane him— ‘ the affidavit-makers will prove that it was lor,- and Mr. C. Grant, were about to retire This intelligent and accomplished instruc ¡
RICHARD RUSH,
and accordingly Jackson appears with several ‘ honorably done. I shall never be for- from the Ministry. The Duke of Welling ress commenced her first term in this v
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
:nen—the ntoment Swan appeared at the ‘ given having given my opinion in favor or ton is said to have represented to the King
last winter .; and this that the only condition oh which he can con in April last and concluded it on Saturday^5‘ Iwè Secr
dinner table, Jackson fell on him with his, 4 Wilkinson’s authority
----------- } ------FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE,
sticg Swan threw him off into the fire- 4 is the root of the hell that is now turned tinue Minister is that some arrangements be And as it is the duty of the public journalis! ^
SI MON N O W ELL, of Kennebunk-p art.
made with the Catholics. There was a con
place—the General’s friends
soon re ‘ loose against me.’
to award commendation to merit, we carJiu A with tl’
THOMAS FILLEBROWN, of Winthrop. lieved him, and then Jackson drew his big
Perhaps 1 ought first to have given the ference between two committees of the two
pistol and told Swan to defend himself— Colonel’s description of the pistoling and Houses of Parliament on the Catholic ques “consistently with ours, pass over the exercise^
DISTRICT ELECTORS.
S-;”
Swan replied he. was unarmed, and they dirking scene—it will do here. On this sub tion, and.a resolution offered by Sir F. Bur- of that day without some slight notice.
ditt, that it was expedient to consider the
JOSEPH PRIME, for York District.
Mrs. M, is not of that class who conceive
were parted.
ject the Colonel says,
laws
affecting
his
Majesty
’
s
R.
Catholic
sub

11th. The General and Mr. N. A. Mc
“ Having heard'that Gen. Jackson with a
LEVI HUBBARD, for Orford.
in Great Britain and Ireland, was as that to have finished a young lady’s educa’1
JOSEPH SOUTH WICK,,/W Kennebec. Nairy engage in a paper war, and in the ‘ number of armed followers, had come re- jects
signed to the 9th of June for Consideration.
tion, requires, only that she can paint and sin
end,
McNairy
challenges
him
—
they
meet,
‘
peatedly
toNashville
with
the
expectation
EBENEZER FARLEY, for Lincoln.
ThC grant of a pension to Mr. Canning’s well and be conversant with the trifiin
4 of meeting me, I went to that place, but to
but do not fight.
.
ELIAS THOMAS, for Cumberland.
12th. Jackson engages in a quarrel with ‘ avoid the assassins, we changed our stop family was discussed in. the Commons, May fashions of the day—but’while she does tic
JOHN
for Somerset $• Penobscot. the late Charles Dickerson about a race—it aping place to Eli Talbott’s ; (his brother 22, and an amendment was negatived, 73 to
wholly omit the ornamental, she confine¡
_ „ ) /or Washington, becomes more violent, and they fight a duel
was with him.) Immediately after 14, to defer it three months, and it was order
JOHN S. KIMBALL, \f Hancock, \c. in Kentucky—the Gen. kills him ; whether ‘* Jesse
her pupils more particularly to the solil
breakfast, standing in the door of the tavern ed to a third reading.
The Limerick Chronicle states that 15()0 branches of education. She prepares then'
fairly or otherwise, the public will be ena 4 house, 1 saw the General and some others
bled to judge by reading the following ex 4 start from Clayton 'Talbott’s tavern, and Irishmen who emigrated to Brazil for agri-’ for higher a.nd more important scenes thai Sit«»»14”"
cultural
purposes,had been thrown into pris
tracts from two letters written by the late ‘ make towarris me, and 1 saw several other
STATirNOMINATIONS.
Dr May, who was on the ground as Gen. ‘ subaltern assassins gathering towards us by on by the Emperor, because they refused to those of the drawing-room.
We were astonished to notice the perfect
Jackson’s Surgeon. The extracts contain ‘ circuitous routes. My pistols loaded with Join the army on their arrival.
FOR GOVERNOR.
The London Courier of the 22d, four o’ order and regularity maintained in th I
every word said about the duel in the letters; ‘ two balls each, were under my coat, Jesse’s
Hon. EKOU1I LINCOLN
. .Secret»’/^
clock,
says
:
—
“
We
have
just
received
the
but if the Gen. or any of his particular ‘ were in the bar room.
school—the total absence of any thini
friends doubt their genuineness, the whole
‘ Mv coup d'tZil instantly decided on the following important commutation :—Count
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
letters will be published, together with the ‘ position we ought to take. Considering the I Pahlin, the Russian Governor of Wallachia like confusion—the readiness and correctness
Hon.-RUFUS McINTIRE. .
’. ..ihe
certificate of the gentleman to whom they ‘ passage as a defile where the assassins and Moldavia, entered Jassy on the 7th, with with which every question was answered-'yhe
¿sta® f’Lp
SFNATOaS FOR YOUK COUNTY.
were orig hally written.
* would be crowded upon each other, I re- ¿000 men. The Russian army was to cross Mrs. M. assiduously devotes ■ her whol
‘ treated to the far end of the passage—in the the Pruth at Galatia on the 6th, and take im time arid attention to the improvement of he
Hon. JOSEPH DANE, of Kennebunk,
NASHVILLE, SEPT. 16, 1$ 17.
mediate possession of Brahlovv.” .
JOHN BODWELL, Esq.of Shapleigh, Dear Sir :
. . ‘ mean ti ne Jackson entered the passage and
The Journal de St. Petersburg!!, of 6th pupils in whatever she deems for their pres '!£*,82U
Yours of the 10th I this moment received, ‘ hurrying towards me: with a rapid step, lev May contains the appointment of Count
ABIJAH USHER, jim. Esq. of Hollis.
ent and future benefit, and deserves from ai
elled
his
pistol,
saying
“
I
am
ready
for
I would advise Gen. Adair to write to some
Wittgenstein, Commander in chief of the
iCCTl® «
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
friend in Washington City, and procure a ‘ you,” and without giving me the least time second army and Count Tolstoy, Command enlightened public a liberal patronage.
e fired at
statement from Dr. Catlett, who was Dick ‘ to prepare, rushed at me.
■«K l’arris’
Elder HENRY SMITH.
We
cannot
conclude
this
article
withod
er
in
chief
of
St.
Petersburg!),
during
the
ab

erson’s second. If this fellow will come . out ‘ once. - The blaze of his pistol burnt my sence of the Emperor.
.
.
»
1
like a man of truth and courage, he will ‘ coat sleeve. Both missed. Drawing my jI The Provinces in th^mmediate vicinity of » reminding parents that Mrs. M. commencw^«»te,^
[communicated.]
her second term, in this village, on Thursday!
*
other
pistol,
I
fired
again
and
the
General
i
damn
the
reputation
of
Gen.
Jackson,
as
a
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
‘fell. The instant Jackson fell, two of the I! the scene of operations are deciaredin a state
Mr. Remich,—Relying upon your disposi man of honor at least. Gen. Overton and ‘ others rushed at me ; at a little, more than II of war. The Emperor has laid down special morning last. And we would also suggest t j
tion to submit to the voice of the people m the myself conversed this matterad over only a ‘ arm’s length, one of them fired at my .head, regulations for the government of the Princi parents in neighboring towns who aredesii>js»&1'ef^‘
Judicial'
Overton laughed most
choice of their rulers, and a. willingness to few weeks ago.
‘but never touched; then clubbing bis pis- palities of V\ ahachia and Moldavia, so soon ous of placing their daughters at a school d S?'*N00(jwii
place before the public the names of all tne heartily at the certificate he obtained from 1 4 t€>l, he struck me over thè head—and the as they shall be occupied ; but the most im high character, that no better opportunity^
Candidates for offices, whether you may be Catlett (that the duel vvas fair and honora- ‘ other cut my fingers with his dagger. Jes- portant part is the following hint of the fu
particularly friendly to some of them or not—in _l)le, &c.) it was eight or ten daysbefore Cat
ture designs of the Emperor ; All the other can offer than that now afforded of placini
-rfalii rck.
order that every citizen may freely enjoy the lett would giv e it to him, during which time 4 se informed me that he was engaged with countries which shall be occupied in the se them under her care.
'
‘
several
persons
—
one
run
him
through
the
Ovrcrton
consulted
with
me
several
times,
right which you claim tor yourself of choos
quel by our troops shall be placed under the
‘
left
arm
with
a
dirk
—
another
then
got
him
jpearl Asbos.
and
I
at
last
advised
him
to
bully
him
out
of
ing between opposing Candidates, I t,ake the
administration of the Senator who is at the
FROM BUEMQS AYRES. giiby
liberty of sending you the, following list for it by-threats which succeeded. \ ou must ob ‘down, and while this one beat him on the head of the Commissariat of. the army.
publication, hoping that it will be continued tain a true certificate from Catlett” before ‘head with a pistol, the first continued to
Accounts to April 15 have been receiveci
In the French Chamber of Deputies, Gen
I ï|Rpse,. fifi
you make use of my name-—not because! ‘ stab him with his dirk, which Jesse could erals Andreojss and Sebastiani and M. Vien- at Baltimore.
until after the day of election.
‘
only
parry
with,
his
naked
hands.
Pie
was
Í hrtoftheSC
fear the vindictive violence of Jackson—but
A Citizen of York.
On the night of the 12th a skirmish tooi^cti
’U'4- "
net insisted that the dignity and interest of
‘
run
through
the
ether
arm,
and
all
hisfinbecause my information comes from Overton,
FOR SENATORS.
France required her to- take such an attitude place between Admiral Browh’s vessels aim^hi'esigilC{B
‘
.gers
more
or
less
cut.
’
and he having Catlett’s certificate, would
us to deter Russia and England from their a part of the Brazilian squadron at anchor inkier, W- “
• Hon. MARK DENNETT,
have mein a very unpleasant si.u ata r.. OverIs not the Colonel truly graphic in his de alleged views of aggrandizement, the former the Pozos.—But little damage was dondófisAn,vice Dai
Hon. MOSES SWEAT,
ton would certainly swear the truth. It a scriptions, of these bloody times ? But at last in the dismemberment of the Turkish em The privatqer President, Prouting, had mamL Cba«i|)erla
JOHN F. SCAM.MAN, Esq.
statement can be had from either of them,■ t he' see ne changesi; the Gênerai wishes to be pire, and the latter in taking possession of 6 prizes :—among them was the ship ComeAy(hePenobs*
made President ;'and then-and then, are- the Archipelago, to the ruin of the French the brig Fortune 6 guns and 25 men, aml^t-ofthe 5fl'
A TENNESSEAN, No. VI.
conciliation takes place. Hear the Colonel s trade in the Mediterranean.
the brigs Bon Jesus and Goldfinch, with 7^¿|ey. who dec
'description of that event.
Despatches from Lisbon to May 4 had been slaves. The Goldfinch struck upon tWtLffoote,
‘vieil' how many changes in this life! received in France. All the Ambassadors barat Rio Negro ; 35 of the negroes drbwiK t0 revise th
In the 2d No. of the Tennessean, 1 h ave
Lunlshotents
I ‘General Jackson is now sitting in the chair were to leave on the 30th unless an ultima ed, the rest saved.
Yours, &e.
stated that there were 4 other traits in the
‘ next to,me. There was a vacant one next tum, agreed upon by France ancUEngland, t Com. Bynon has made the harbor impretí rfFcbrua
character of Gen Jackson, that would seem
‘Ad me and he took it for the session. ^.vcr; should be acceded to.—-'Pwo thirds of the no nable at Rio Negro, Patagonia.
|
declined.
to me, unfit for the slightest civil appoint
44 NASHVILLE, SEPT. 17th.
* ah S'-nators- s4,<w oxp’ ■sitii-ati.0h, and onereit bility of Portugal have -signed addresses to
-----------ment within the gift of my country’—and al . De ar Fir : Since writing my lettor of yes ‘mediation. I declined it upon the ground Don Miguel, urging him to become King.
Arrival of the Constitution.—\jj
so in my 5th No. 1 have said that his ‘ mtem terday, I can see no reason why Gen. A. ‘ that what had happened would neither be
A Corfu date of April 15 states that the
perate life and character’ had influenced me must have any person’s name ; can’t he give ‘ explained, recanted, or denied. After this, Albanian chiefs having-neglected to fulfil annunciation of the safe arrival hereof
/Vr
long since in forming an unfavorable opiniqi it as well founded rumour ? It was expressly ‘ we were put upon the same committee ; certain commands of Redscbid Pacha, he United States frigate Constitution, Capt. Paf!L$ ’
of the moral fitness of this individnal. .To stipulated that a snap should constitute a ‘ facing to me one day as w'e sat in our seats, had sent 500 men to enforce his demands, tersen, from the Mediterranean, will add ILtin'^utheat«
convince the community that these assertion ; fire, but it unfortunately was not. reduced to ‘he said tome. Colonel, we are on the same
'ihe chiefs entrenched themselves and were the general felicity of the day.
were not made without good reasons, I now • writing— the General dented having snapped, * committefc, I will give you notice when it is
“ Old Ironsides” anchored yesterday (kcWt/ o
joined by the inhabitants, who were in open
. design to add some and said “ his damned pistol had stopped at 4 necessary to attend. (He,was chairman and revolt against the Porte.
President Road, and will probably come uh
1
half bent.” Dickerson did not see it, he ‘ bad the right to summon us.) I answered,
REMINISCENCES,
The Chinese Chronicle states that at the to the place of her nativity this morning an?r! 1
must have thought Jackson reserved his.fire, 4 General, make the time suit yourself ; it last advices from Pekin, there had been two gratify the friends of our old favorite by unifre nn,:ty rr
'• OR
. which he had a right to do. He did not look 4 will be convenfont for me to attend at any battles with the Mahommedan rebels, in the ing in the federal salutes of the day. rprj kite. QW
EXTRACT FftOil THE CATALOGUE
at Jackson, but turned his head sidewise af 4 time.. In committee, we did business to- first of which says the official account 40 or
We have seen letters,, from officBrf <
OF.
‘ gether just as other persons. After that, he 50,-000 were slain or taken prisoners, and on the U. S. ship Delaware, Com. Crane, ___ kAbbotresi^net
ter firing.”
lk|1A,Ppt;0.np(
GSFIJB AL
CK S0 I’S
#
#
*
*
*
‘asked me how my wife was, and 1 asked the second, 20 or 30,000, with some of the at Port Mahon, 26th of April. All wel fekiah W iBia
4 JUVENILE INDISCRETIONS,’
“ Gen. Overton and Gen. Jackson both ‘ him how his was. Phen he called and left principal leaders were slain.
They were brought by the Constitution, I
BETWEEN THE AGES of 23 and 60. came to my house to get my certificate of 4 his card at my lodgings—-Andrew Jackson
Los. Ctnf'l kite County o
1st. Gen. Jackson’s first essay at the Gains the affair. 1 certified with regard to the 4 for Colonel Benton and Lady : forthwith 1
patch, East J
borough bar in East Tennessee, was to pick snapping ; this they twice urged me to omit. ‘ called at his, and left mine—Colonel Ben^IwoLRaymo
a quarrel with thejate worthy and lamented I told them it would.never do to denp the 4 ton for General Jackson. Since then we
GLOUCESTER, JUNE 28.
FROM JAMAICA.
Col. Evary—Jackson challenges him, and fact, that it was with them to justify it. 4 have dined together at several places, and
Extract of a letter, from Rio Janeiro, Ma «rollate.
|f&IU)îiÿ o
The editors of the New-York Gazette 4th.
they fight with pistols—-both missed and the The certificate concluded by stating that it ‘ yesterday at the President’s, I made him the
have
received
regular
files
of
the
Kingston
was “ fairly and honorably conducted so far 4 first bow, he held forth his hand, and we
affair is compromised.
“ It is certain that one or more Pi ratical ve ^hgustii, Ju
2d. The General had been but a short as the rules and regulations of the parties 4 shook hands. I then introduced him to my Royal Gazette, from the 26th of April to seis have recently been fitted at this place, ! ’^deceased.
time residing in West Tennessee, near came to my knovvledege from the. late 'publi 4 wife, and thus civil ~rdations- are perfectly the 24th of May, inclusive. The British cruise and capture any and all vessels, they ca ’«< Robinson,
Nashville, before he had a rencounter with cation of them.” Nothing was published on 4 established between us. Jackson has gain- sloop of war Valorous, Lieut. Blair, arrived at find unarmed. A few Government vessels, IAlte County o
the late Lewis Roberts, who swore his life the subject of a snap constituting ^.fire, be 4 ed since he has been here, by his mild and Kingston on the 19th of May, in 13 days from all nations, would find employment in tli(ftWor>‘'(
New-York and 4 from Crooked Island. The track of outward and homeward bound I!
against him, and Jackson was bound over to cause it was not reduced to writing, as before 4 conciliatory manner.’
keep the peace by Col. Robert Weakly, who stated ; and this is what will bear me out.
We are sure that he has gained the Col only article of intelligence is the following India and S. American vessels.’ No doUtpCmcilaiijo
from the Gazette of May 10:—
is now liv ing—Roberts had not then separa
millions of property, as Well as many liveWHiyofOct
“ The General (Jackson) made a publica onel at least.
It is with peculiar feelings of regret that will be lost the present year, if there is noti
ted from the present Mrs. Jackson. I could tion after he obtained my certificate; he
14th. Jackson quarrels with Samuel Jackadd many circumstances illustrative of this thought proper however not to publish my son, and runs <him through the body with a we notice the departure this week, from our stop put to these depredators.”
’
i EXETER B
shores for St. Thomas’s of Robert Monroe
matter—but do not wish to injure the feel certificate entire, but an extract from it, sword cane.
j hili be rec
________
ings of any unnecessarily, especially as 1 ’rhe first time I see Overton, 1 will converse
The foregoing is. only a short extract from Harrison, Esq. the United States Consul for
have always considered Mrs. Jackson, ever with him again ; he cannot back out in my information sent me by my friends, since 1 Antigua and St. Bartholomew’s who lately ar Extract of a letter to the Editors from a
weavrei
since my acquaintance with.her in 1804, as a presence. Let General Adair make these began to write, and since the attack has been rived here in the Cygnet packet-sloop, 6, from
scriber in Alabama, who emigrated froic^ on S11SI
St.
Vincent
’
s.
Mr.
H.
has
just
completed
a
female of virtue, and upright walk in life.
this
State.
bteExeth'-Br
statements to a confidential friend in Wash -made on my character by the General's min
3d. Jackson becomes a member of the con ington, without mentioning my name, and ions, although I had knowledge of most of tour of the utmost confidential importance,
“ Since the 1st of March, 1 have been in aj Mwei'éfoui
vention; there he had many personal dis let that friend enquire of Catlett whether them myself. The list in my possession lias and we trust that its iexults will prove of the States west of the mountains, excenpitgive a \e
putes, particularly with his old friend and they are not true ; he certainb7 cannot deny accumulated to nearly ONE HUNDRED lasting bent fit to the amity ai d commerce Ohio and Indiana, and I am happy to sairtes, or th*
benefactor, Judge Jno. McNairy ; this differ them. In the General’s life, we are told his FIGHTS or violent and
yuarrds. of both countries as their sincerest friends the cause of the qdminrstrafion is very flatA each othe
ence lasted for more than sixteen years, and private character is without reproach. !!!
can wish. While we must say that the tering in the wèst. 1 have no doubt but Mfaliey came in
1 think it unnecessary to make comments
was a sore conflict on both sides—the Gen
highest praise is due to the President of the Adams will receive votes of the followin i uhvith ther
JAMES L. ARMSTRONG.
44 My respects, &c.
eral’s abuse of McNairy was most intolera
United States for his selection for this mis States Ohio, 16 ; Kentucky, 14; Indian; tabe tostici
“FRANS. MAY.
ble—but just before the last presidential elec
sion of a gentleman, who has so speedily, and 5 ; Illinois, 3 ;• Missouri, 2 ; Louisiana, 5—4,
“ p. s. Overton tol'd me a , few’days ago
fthtaion.
tion came on, all was compromised! !!—and
with such ease, “ bought golden opinions
Gen. Jackson will get the voteofTennes
Dr. Armstrong, the author of the articles
F. M.”
vet the General'says to the Rev. Dr. Ely that he had Catlett’s certificate.
from all sort of people,” whom he has met see, 13; .Alabama, 5 ; and probable 1 i !»,andKimbc
on
Jackson
signed
44
Tennessean,
”
is
nomina

s tog since grs
13th. Jackson and the Bentons engage
he has never been charged with hypocrisy.
with, we cannot but feel sorry that in this Missouri—22»
of rhe Administration in
feSlate prison,
"4th. About theyear 1797—8, Jackson sent with pistols, dirks and swords—Jackson’s ted by the
Colony alone, .of all the VV. Indian Archipel
Then
the
votes
in
the
western
and
south
Tennesseeas
im
Elector
of
President,
and
a peremptory challenge to Col. Will. Cocke force is as six to two—the General fires at
ago, be has received so few of those hospita western {States will stand—For Adams 4; re said in our
Vice
President.
Gen.
Jackson
and
his
party
or Coke, am old man (who was then or after Col. Thomas H. Benton and misses—Ben
ble attentions, that are so particularly grate Jackson 22 —So much for Gen. Jackson’spoj JU tough with
wards a Senator in Congress) to fight with ton returns the fire, and Jackson is wounded have not attempted to reply to the charges ful to the stranger, and which his rank so
ularity intht west! I have my informatio
brought
by
the
Tennessean,
bn-t
have
assail

badly in the arm—whether the wound was
pistols—compromised.
fully entitled him to. In seme of the Islands from personal intercourse and obserwation-i iWillis, from a
Wille,man 1
f
. i.
5th. Jackson is.the second to young A. Do inflicted by the Col. or his forother Jesse. I ed, and attenqited to destroy his character.
his
ai
rival
was
hailed
by
a
salute
of
cannon,
these several States, and. you may rest assai ii¡¿'i'oesday I
'ihe charge alleged against Dr. Armstrong
naldson, the nephew of Mrs. Jackson, who do not pretend to say, as both fired—several
and his departure equally honored. Mr, ed
nrt
if
to
not
«UAr»
rtf
Hio
tnw
cf-xf®
r.f
f^C
ju
it
is
not
wide
of
the
true
state
"of
t>
fights with young Mr. Winston at the dis of the General’s party also engage the Ben is coward icein the late war. Suppose the Harrison is the son of the Military Secretary
t
LlRgisteiU (taon Dean’
tance of six feet—neither of the boys over 18 tons—the Col. is shot at again, and then charge to be true; what then—cannot a of the late General Washington, and was re tion.”
tar Bank. Bi
years old. . Waller Taylor, .sinxrc a Senator struck on the.head...with a pistol ;■ and Jesse coward toll ty»ith-? .We Xu/cw.tliat a- “ Hero*’ lated by marriage to the late Admiral Sir J;
hr’se Ff'iw'"woMd tire “ state wffin Congress, was Winston’s second, and "is stabbed several times in the body, severe- can
At a meeting of the Anti-Tackson Corr?S »iso as to be
T. Duckworth, G. C- B. from whom he re
ncsS
”
have
m
Burr
’
s
case
if
his
testi

knows,that the General urged on the fight, ly.>
ceived the most courteous reception on his ponding Committee of Fairfax County, \it I. Cashier of t
To illustrate this savage scene, I will give mony.Fad been judged by the rule now set former visit to this island in the year 1891. ginia. held June 19th, the Hon. BUSHROI H*
and would- fix the distance. 'I he dispute
up
in
his
favbr.
was said to be about some act of gallantry. a.description of it in Col. 'Fhemas H. Ben
When going home at an early age to his pa WASHINGTON was unanimously request >h of Briggs
I forbear to make comments,,but this has al ton’s own words, and if the Col. or the Uni- ! It is fix innate for this gentleman, (for his rental country for his education, he was ed to be considered a Member. I he Jud§( pb on the str
i
writings
have
a
gentlemanly
and
temperate
'tedStates
Telegraph,
or
the
Nashville.
Re

ways appeared tome a blood thirsty transac-'
we in the (
pressed on boardah English man of war, in in his answer to the Chairman, says :.—
publican, (two presses I consider, under the air,) that Jackson is now before the public which service he was immediately raised to
tion.
Wbill^fthe
44 Believing that the utmost purity ofc<x fatparts oft
6th. Jackson is the bearer of a challenge coptiol and influence of Gen. Jackson) «¿hall as a candidate for President; for if it were the rank of a Midshipman, and served seven
from young Thomas Overton, the nephew of deny the authenticity of this description, as not so, he and his suite would certainly wait years in the Mediterranean, it being then duct attended the election of. Mr, J. Q. Ai S'ì amr
amr
Judge Overton, to the late John Dickerson, having.been given by the Col. I will submit upon Ifo. Armstrong, as they did upon the the practice to draft all Americans from one ams .to the office which he rrow ho’ds. au Ifi^sandhis am
'
Esq,-—they would fight, and Overton, is, se the proof, as 1 have the whole now Jn ray Bentons, and rush upon him pell mell with ship to anotherto keep them in our Navy. has so ably administered, 1 have never hesi WM
there
pistols, dirks and blunderbusses.
tated, when a fit occasion offered, to expres SW-fa
u.™, IUb
verely wounded. Ths General? told Mr. possession in the CoJonFFs hand/writingWe recommend that all our friends do During our late unhappy. conflict with the my sentiments in favor of his re-election t( ¿wli';'
1st. The Col. says that he wrote to Gen.
Childress (a friend of Dickerson) just as they
United States, he commanded the Richmond
read
this
6th
No.
of
the
44
Tennessean,
”
that
.... some i
were starting to The field of battle, to call by Jackson,
gun brig. 14, and he has since been employed the Presidential Chair ; I si. du Id, of courseWilli
accede to tlje wish of the Committee, if. b .««of Brb
the mechanic’s shop and bespeak a coffin
4 That he (Jackson) had conducted the du- they loan the paper to the honest friends of on a diplomatic mission to Russia.
Gen.
lack-son,
and
circulate
it
as
widely
as
doing
so,
I
could
promote
the
object
wind
for Dickerson.
4 el between hiabrotlr*r and —------- in a savWeiltherefoi
We cannot avoid noticing a circumstance
possible. Say to each of them, “strike,”
'they have in view. But expecting soon t Millson he
7th. Jackson is engaged in the most vindict ‘ age,uneepual, unfair and base mannerJ
! but read. Is it not amazing-that such a man, which gave Mr. Harrison a great deal of pain leave the county, not to return to it until ai
»,.e
ive paper war, with the late Gov. Sevier—
Again the Col. says,
on his leaving the country—his being called
) ' 11
they meet at Knoxville, where a most via-,
‘I am literally in hell here (that is, in I As this Andrew Jackson, should .have been upon to give security that he was not indebt ter the election has passed, I shall but nom •Pteilby
i
font, abusive and shameful controversy takes 4 the vicinity of Gen. Jackson ;) the meanest [ able to stand before the public so tong with ed-to any one. We do not blame the mer inally occupy a place in that body, whic I res certame
p!a(-6—here Sevier abuses Jackson and his ‘ wretches under heaven to contend with ; I his falsehood, proved so, by his own witness cantile house for demanding it, but surely might be.beneficially filled by some more ef t"iifethe !
wife before all the Legislature—Jackson 4 liars, affidavit-makers, and shameless cow- es, his chicanery, his brawls, his swearing, some provision might to be made in our laws ficient member.”
'Mandil v
dial ten, him—.they don’t agree about the ‘ ards. All the puppies of, Jackson-are at hisshooting and daggering.—Mass. Jour.
’ at
for the case of a foreign officer, travelling on
Alluding to this subject, the National Intel 'r'isjtofi
’
plan of fighting, and no buttle ensues—Jack- ‘ work on me ; but they will be astonished p
a special mission from his government, and ligencer remarks, that it must be a rhattet iRto
' ’fasten s
sou fol lows Sevier around-with his friend Dr. ‘ at what will happen for it is not them, but!
,
r,
r r
tv
■
^oafl
^en‘ Jackson, whose expenses could be no other while of satisfaction to the Friends of the Adminis fated,
Vandyke forty miles, and draws his pistols ‘‘their master whom I shall hold accountable.;
throw
here, than his tavern bills. We have wot the tration everywhere, to find such men a ¡Win
;
Aug. 2ffh, 1824.:
©n him, but no fighting after alF.
4 'File scalping knife of Tecumseh is mercy
’ 5/rheCa
“ It would be a sacrifice to confer either laws at hand, for we write, per force of ill Judge Washington adding their unqu?lifie< 1
8th. Jackson at the same time challenges ‘ compared to the affidav its of these villains
:
the Governor’s Secretary, the late VVm. 4 I am in the middle of hell, and see no alter- the first or second office in this union, on a I health, at a distance from our office, but it conviction tp that of the venerable and illtfs iRitiscome
strikes us that a residence of six weeks is ne trious Chief Justice of the United States, o
Macklin—-but they do not fight.
‘ native but to kill or be killed. Fool will man whp sets laws, constitution, party, cessary to. enforce the formalities of the law. the purity and fitness.of the National Execu Rhavehei
-MUvho,
tlh The General turns racer, now about 4 not crouch to Jackson, and the fact that I friend, add principles at defiance.”
^'»coafinen
tive.
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A)iother Slander Put to Rest.—A great
cry has been made, because Mr. Clay transto the Executives of the several
States the laws of the United States by spemessengers.
country has been fil■1 o t I
»messengers. The
1 he count
‘
w.j^led with the clamor abouti “ travelling ap gents.
55
41
crvvzao
>, " electioneering spies,” and “ abused
v5sitn’g the “ipatronage.” Now thanks to the Retrench
Committee, ji
it scciim
seems mat
that this
I’ the (tai r, ement vuuiniuic«.i
lijis very
»vtj
ent 'u 1 C'‘'h'|course was taken at the special instance and
.request of Mr. McLean,’ the Post Master
General, a decided Jacksonian. If blame
should attach any where, most certainly Mr.
Clay is exonerated. Read what Mr. Mc,lle ''wyotnJ Lean
says,
“ I informed the Secretary of State that
the mail had increased so much, in bulk and
'^weight, and for several months would be so
not( M
much crowded with the documents which
r
class v;.'have been ordered to be published, that, to
a
distribute the laws through it,, as had beeni
iii the practice some years past, would be
s Ol|ly that she/''ffi
‘
/aihWxtremely inconvenient, and injurious to the
J'eisant?ilH public;
and!
sugg< ' 'the
'' propriety
■
___ ; and
I suggested
of his
,e day—butisc Ldopting
’..,
______ather plan
.
some
to distribute them.
t' the
onWm ()n the Southern and Western routes.
‘
mail, at that time, weighing often frou
from two
..... . |S<■ mailnWe partie^.
e(i
.... 'fit to three tnousana
thousand pounus,
pounds, an>i
and rI was appreappre, 1U!Uon- SK hensive that, .if the laws were affiled to the
id
me...
'il
>
•
,
__
iJ
i
_
»
l.
..
«1 more im^. documents which would be in The course of
distribution during the summer, the trans
drawmg.1Wi
portation of it would not only be retarded on
astonished to
some of tfie most important routes, but that
' ‘
’ its
' > great
gtilanty
jetters would be liable th Injury
by
total absence weight and consequent friction.
•n-thercadin 1 “ 'rhe Secretaiy afterwards informed me,
Iessa«| that, in consequence of my suggestion, he
-'e,J question wa,„ should forward
■
■ ’in the
' mail
” only
’ - a- few
--------cop
issiduouslv tad ies, to the United
______ States officers in each
rntiontotheimmw State, and should make arrangements to disbalance of them through his
bis own
tatever shed
? tribute the hainnre
JOHN McLEAN.”
re benefit,and^ Department.
29th March, 1827.
public a liberal^.
EXECUTIVE APPOINTMENTS.
>t conclude ,this.^
Albion K. Parris, Portland, Justice of the
T i* . ..i Court, «-W.
z* VW
A r'.m
-V-* . P. Pre*
vice

biers being filled with pure spring wateT, we
drank the following sentiment.
York ss. July 7th, 1828.
The Fisheries.—Our rights well secured by
HEREAS, from continued indisposi
AKEN cm Execution, and will be sold at
CELEBRATION AT YORK.
’the treaty of Ghent ; may those who would
tion, there is no probability of my
Public Jumon., on Saturday, the
surrender them soon be visited by
JULY 4th, 1828, was celebrated by the tamely
’
being
able
to
attend
to
the
business
of
the
.
26’h day of July next,—All the right m
aquatic monster that was seen off Na
Citizens of York in a spirited and patriotic ■the
’
term
of
the
Probate
Court
which
is
appoint

equity which Leonard
has.tu redeem
manner.—The day was ushered in by a sa hant.
My wife who is, as well as myself, a Dem ed to be holden at Kennebunk, within and the following .described real estate, situate,
lute from the York Artillery, the ringing of
for
said
county,
on
the
third
Tuesday
of
July,,
at
the
Gieat
Falls
village,in,Berwick,
on the
then proposed the following sentiment :
bells and other demonstrations of joy.—By ocrat,
1
The New Tariff.—A prudent measure, instant—I hereby give notice to all whom road leading from Great Falls to Lebanon,
directions Of the Committee of Arrange
only by the extravagant and the la it may concern, that all causes, matters and and bounded as follows :—beginning on said
ments the invited guests, strangers, subscrib- opposed
’
things which were to have been heard or
ers to the dinner and citizens generally, form- ;zy. It will have the cordial support of every acted upon at said term, are hereby made road twenty-six feet from Nathan Butler*»
Store and running northerly twenty-eight,
ed a procession at noon, and proceeded under true friend to home industry.*
She then called upon me for a sentiment, returnable to, and to be beard and determin- ■ feet on said road, thence easterly by land of
an escort to the Rev. Mr. Dow’s meeting
ed at the term of said Court next to be hold- Parks & Harris fifty six feet, thence south
1 gave
house. The following was the order of per- and
1
Gen. Andrew Jackson—Y\\e. candidate of ed at York, within and for said county, on erly by land of said Parks & Harris twenty
for m an ces.
the
second Tuesday of August next.
eight feet, thence westerly by land of said
1st. Voluntary. 2d. Prayer by the Rev. the republican party, and our candidate for
jonas Clark.
Parks & Harris, fifty-six feet to the poinfebeMr. Dow. 3d, Hymn written for the occa- the presidency.
Judge of Probateffor said county. gan at,
To which we gave three cheers, and or
sion-r-tune Old Hundred. 4th. Reading of
Sale will be at two of the clock in the af
music to the following tune :
the Declaration of Independence by Mr. dered
;
ternoon on the Premises.
fcTFOH
“ Stoop down my thoughts that used tarise.’’]
Henry Simpson, Jr.
Conditions made known at the time and
5th. Oration by Dr. J. S. Putnam.
Nothing occurred to mar the festivities of
Or. -R ELFE’S
place of sale.
6th. Odc,tune “ Scots Wha hae,’’
the day. We then separated, and at five
AROMATIC PILLS.
1 GRENVILLE C. WALLINGFORD.
The Oration was a neat and classical per- o’clock joined in a walk in the garden, view TOT AVE been long celebrated as a most
D. Sheriff*
formance, replete with elevated sentiments ing the wonders of nature, and silently ador Jfi.1 valuable & efficacious remedy against
Berwick, June 26, 1828.
and true Republican principles. The per- ing
:
its divine Author.
those general complaints peculiar to the fe
formances of the clipir were highly satisfac
*Our correspondent we presume from a male portion of .society. They cleanse, puri
tory and pleasing.
fy and promote a free and biisk circulation of
After the exercises in the meeting house sentiment expressed towards the last part of the blood, when become sluggish and languid Remaining in the Post Office at Kenne
the procession again formed and proceeded the communication, js a Jackson mam It j from the afflicting ailments, for which these
bunk, Maine, July I si, 1828.
to the Court house, which was- elegantly gives us pleasure to. show to our reLaders from pips ^rea safe & effectual specific,. They as
A. B. C.
decorated for the occasioi, where about 80 one of the party that the Tariff is, asa*we
avphave
have sist the tsuspended operations of thea sanguifer
ISS NELLY BURNHAM, Isaac Burn
citizens partook of an excellent and sumptu
ous system, when nature requires It, & rectify
ham—Mi’s. Pandora Chadbourn*
ous dinner.—Capt. Thomas Savage presi before stated, a favorite bill of that party.
Charles-Couflard, Mrs. Martha Ann C.ousjfA good selection truly—We should sup the irregular habits of the unhealthy female,
ded assisted by Capt. Josiah Bragdon and
whose sickly and palid countenance becomes ens.
Capt. Geo. Moody as Vice Presidents.
pose it would require quite ^.descent from re reanimated, and freshens with the natural
D. E. F.
The following are the regular toasts.
spectable or patriotic feelings, to recave glow of restored health. They are a tried
William Durrell, Doily Downing, Asa
1st. The day we celebrate—The natal day
and
approved
remedy
in
obstructions,
debil

of Freedom. It brings with it hallowed rec with approbation a sentiment favorable to ity, hypocqiidria, green sickness, giddiness, M. Durrell, Asa Durrell—Joshua Eaton, 2V
Gen. Jackson, as Chief Magistrate of the
ollections, the most elevated emotions.
palpitation of the heart, bad digestion, loath Capt. Joshua Emery—-Hilliard Fogg, Capt*
Nation.
2d. The Memory of Washington.
ing of food, pains of the stomach, shortness Ransom Frisbie, Oliver Freemanimothy
F rost.
3d. “ Our Country, our whole country and
of breath, upon every little motion, sinking
nothing but our Country.”
G. H. I.
of the spirits and its consequence, a dejected
4th. The President of the United States—
Miss Martha Goodwin, 2, George Good
countenance and dislike for exercise and con
Th’e eloquence of good deeds is the only an
versation. They are equally conducive to win—David Hall, James Hardin.
swer to the clamor of evil tongues.
the health of married ladies, except in cases
K. L. M.
5th. The Mavy of the United States and
Kennebunk Gazette Printer, Luther W.
of pregnancy, or hectic and consumptive hab
its Heroes—Their deeds shine resplendant on
its when they must not be'taken. They Kimball—John Low, Esq. 2, George Sc T.
have been further found, by experi Lord, Anthony Littlefield, Noah Littlefield,
And we wonlda'd, «Erastus Foote,
Attorney Gen- the pages of Naval Chronology. They have
taught the world that whenever they met
ence, to afford a powerful remedy in all hyfi- Mrs. Catharine Littlefield, Miss Nancy Lit
eighboring towns j^eral.
„
the enemy they were ours.
ocondriac, historic and -uafiorish disorders, tlefield, Aaron- Littlefield—James Mitchel,,
g their daughter, «Simon Greenleaf, Portland, Reporter of
6th.
The
Army
of
the
United
States
—
the Supreme Judicial Court.
both in men and women, whose nervous sys Hugh McCulloch, Esq. 2, Hugh Sc Adam
•ter, that no brtitri ^Nathaniel Goodwin, Biddeford, Inspec Small but large enough for Freemen.
MARRIED—In Corinth, Mr. James Hays, tem they strengthen and regulate, aid nature McCulloch, Hugh McCulloch Sc Co., Joseph
7thi,
Agriculture,
Commerce
and
Manu

of Corinth, to Miss Julia Ann Berry, of Exe in throwing off those-gross and superabund Moody, Esq. Samuel Merrill, Jacob Merrill,
an that now afforded' tor of Nails.
ant humors which produce melancholy and Thomas Manuell, Ebenezer Mitchell.
«Silas Estes, Jl'estbrook, Inspector Gener factures—The weight, the fulcrum and the ter.
her care.
la Lebanon, Dr. George Weld, to Miss depression of spirits, renovate the body, re
al of Beef and Pork.
Ti
,
, ,
f lever which raises a nation to greatness and
N. O. P.
«John Kilby Smith, Portland, Inspector ot glory,
animate the m nd, and diffuse a general
Theodosia Wentiyorth.
Mrs. Mehitable Nason, Mrs. Hannah Par
8th, The Heroes of American Independence
FROM BUFAHsi pot and Pearl Ashes.
In South Berwick, on the 3d hist, bv the cheerfulness and elasticity throughout the ker, The principal Paper Maker in York
_
«John Kilby South, Portland, inspector —Timekmay wither their strength and they Rev. Mr. Miller, Mr. Job Harris, merchant, whole system.
County.
to April 15 havefe
may fall like the autumnal leaves around us to Miss Mary Parks.
Price
50 per box.
of Hops.
T
. .
Q. R. S.
•T/3’Prepared from the original MS. Re
v, the
u>c 12th aa &&
Daniel Rose, Th o masffn, _ Land A gen, un- But while gratitude belongs to Americans
ghtof
Miss Ruth Robinson—Capt, William Smith*
der the Act of the 20tn February 1828, vice they will never cease to be grateful.
cipe
of
the
late
Dr.
W
T
.
T.
C
onway, by T. Master of brig Byron, Cornelius Smith.
en ?AdmiralBrowJ
’
OBXTOM.
9th. The memory of Adams and Jeffer
KIDDER, his immediate successor and the
squad® James Irish resigned.
- Brazilian squadioij
T. U. V. W.
sole proprietor, which with all the other
Joel Miller, St. George, Warden of the son, the advocate and author of American
-But little damaiti
James Tuttle, William Tucker, Titcomb.
Independence
—
their
departure
on
this
day
Con way Medicine, ” is for sale wholesale, at
er President, Pd; State Prison, vice Daniel Bose, resigned.
Joshua Chamberlain, Brewer, one of the has hallowed it with new emotions.
his Counting Room over No. 70, Court-street, Sc Smith—William W. Wise, Nahum Went
imong them wastlifi
10th. The Plough—the Sail—the Loom —
near Concert Hall, and at retail, by his spe worth, Nathan Whitten, John WliitikerSc
rtune 6 guns and!i Aeents of the Penobscot Tribe of Indians un ThisJs all the witchcraft we have used.
Co., John Wesson.
der the Act of the 5th March 1821, vice Zeb
cial appointment, by
>n Jesus and Goldfcl
B. PALMER, P. M.
11th. Our Brethren of South America—
JOHN LILLIF, Kennebunk, and
e Goldfinch d ulon Bradley who declined.
■ Liberty is in disgrace—-they want the virtue
Erastus
Foote,
Wiscasset,
one-of
the
Com

JAMES D. DOWNING,
S’cgro; 35 of theta
School Books
Stationary,.
mittee to revise the Statutes concerning; of our Pilgrim fathers.
saved.
Kennebunk-Port.
12th. The Fair Sex of oiur Country.-— May
Crimes, punishments &c. under the Resolve;
A LARGE assortment of School Books,
DIED
—
In
this
town
on
the
3d
hist.
on has made the ta of the 9th of February 1828, vice Wm. I .• it ever be their delight to impress on the
%*Observe none are genuine without the AW comprising almost every kind made
Thatcher Taylor, son of Capt. Joseph
) Negro, Patagonia,
minds of their children the value of Liberty, 'Baylor, aged 17 years.—He was innocent written signature of T. KIDDER, on the use of in the Academies and Schools in York
Preble who declined.
,
■
the
Love
of
their
Country,
and
their
Coun

For the County of. York.—^Jeremiah Brad
County.
—ALSO—
in life, and in death, resignation and a heav outside printed wrapper.
try’s Heroes.
enly, peaceful calmness pervaded his whole
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
■ OF THE CoHSin bury, Alfred, Clerk of the Judicial Courts.
For the County of Cumberland.—
soul. _
[Com.
Volunteer Toasts.
es frigate ConsSj ianE) J- Vaughan, Portland,-Clerk of the JudiIn Kennebunk-port, Mr. PeTatiah Greeni Bv Capt. T. Savage.— The American Flag
Remaining in the. Post Office at Kenne Just received and for sale by
,
z .
fr May its Stars enlighten the world and its ough, jun. aged 27 y ears.
i the Mediterraneaiii cial Courts.
JAMES K. REM1CH.
^Horatio Southgate, Portland, Register of —
At sea, Moses Reeker, seaman, of Lebanon.
bunk-Port, July Isf, 1828.
felicity of the day.
stripes flog its enemy.
Jy®Country Traders, Teachers and others»
In Biddeford, 26th ult. Miss Rebecca,
s By Dr. Putnam,—¿earwig, Agriculture,
’onsides” anchored Probate.
A. B. C. D.
who purchase by the quantity sup
For the County of Lincoln—^Nathaniel Commerce and Manufactures—T he tom daughter of Mr. Ebenezer Hill, aged 17.
load, and will proi Coffin,
£1AMUEL BROWN—Israel CyedifoM—
plied on the most liberal terms.
ClerK of the Judicial 1
Saco, Widow Nason, aged 87.
great pillars of national‘dignity aiffi prosper!- - In
? of her nativity tt
br&wned—In Saco River, 6th inst. £5 Miss Almira G. Dorman.
July 5,1828.
x
z,
»
<
friends of our old tai Courts.
*Edwin Smith* iTurre??, C-ounty Attorney. ’tyBv Dr. Emery of Eliot,—(after Dr.Pat- Charles, aged 18 years and George aged
ederal salutes of tte
For the County of Hancock .—John G.
Theodore Gooch-Samuel Hodgkins, James
had retired,j’— The Orator of the day— 16 years, sons of widow Hannah Patter
e seen letters. [«! Deane, Ellsworth,- County Attorney, vice nam
’“ Well done goo¿l and faithful Servant. ’
son, of Saco.
E. Hough, Mrs. Lydia Harvy, care of John
¡ip Delaware,(«Di
In Portsmouth, 28th ult. Mr. Robert L. White, Mrs. Mary C. Huff, Mrs. Lydia
LL persons having unsettled accounts
Wm. Abbot resigned.
By Jona.-Hammond, Esq-^Cws? anj Mil
ahon, 26th of April
Blasdell, merchant, of Saco, aged 32. with the Subscriber are requested to
*Hezekiah Williams, Castine, Register of itary Power—every thing in its place.
Hellard.
brought by the
Instant
death
by
lightning.
—
During
the
call and settle the same immediately—if all
^31 By Capt. Josiah Bragdon, 1st. vice Presi
J. K. L. M.
■ Abr the County of Washington.—*Hora- dent— The Sons of J^cw-England—nyAy they thunder storm on the 1st inst. Mr. Richard
persons
have not the means to pay immedi
Lemuel Miller, Silas Moody, Mrs. Debo
ately, all have the means to settle their ac
tio G. Balch, East Machias, Sheriff.
never sell their birthright for a mess of Moulton of Effingham, N. H. was struck rah Miller, Miss Mary Merrill.
dead, instantaneously, by a flash of lightning,
counts, and consequently no excuse will be
*Aaron L. Raymond, East Machias, Reg
O. P. Q. R.
GLOUCESTEH^^By'capt. Geo. Moody, 2d vice President— while returning from his field, where he had
taken for non compliance with this request.
of Probate.
,
Joseph
Perkins
3d
—
James
Ricker.
>f a letter, from Riot ister
SETH HATCH.
For the County of Kennebec.—Henry W. Our Country its Friends and Institutions—if been laboring. He has left a wife and sever
S. T. U. V. W.
Wells, July 2d, 1828.__________________ ,
Fuller, Augiista, Judge of Probate vice Ariel its friends do their duty our Republican in al young children to lament his sudden de
tain that one mW
Samuel
Smith
3d,
Miss
Sally
Smith,
Miss
parture.
deceased.
stitutions are safe.
icently been fitted all! Mann
In Wakefield, on the 17th ult. of the con Mary Spencer, Miss Clarissa Seayy 2, Mrs.
*Jesse Robinson, Hallowell, Sheriff.
By i ol. J. Brooks— The day we celebrate—
;aptur$ any andallvesi
For the County of /Jcno^scoi.—Alexander A Glorious Epoch in the annals ot time. sumption, Miss Sarah Lane, aged 27 years, Priscilla Sutton—James Waterhouse.
HE subscriber has made anew arrange
ed. A tew Govern! Savage, Bangor, Register of Probate.
J. D. DOWNING, P. M.
May no Military Chieftain ever mar its fes eldest daughter of Mr. John Sanborn. Iler
ment in his business—and finds it ne
, would find empte
illness was long and distressing, which she
*Reafiftointments.
tivities
or
martial
laws
enforce
us
to
aban

cessary to pay his debts. He therefore calls
it ward and home?»
bore with Christian patience and fortitude,
The Council adjourned to Wednesday the
upon
all
indebted to him to make immediate
don them.
S. A merican vessels
fifteenth day of October next.
By Capt. Edward Sitnpson, Jr.-—ihe and died-of a blessed hope of immortality be
payment.—His notes and accounts will with
property, as well a«
yond
the
grave.
fourth of Julyff776—MAy the same spirit
out distinction, be put in the hands of Joseph
the p ¡’esent year,, iil!
In Wayne, Me. Mary Paul,aged 37. After
EXETER BANK ROBBERY.
which animated our fathers on that day to a short sickness' of a few weeks, in which
Dane, Esq. to collect if not paid before the
these depredators”
It will be recollected, that Malborne declare our Independence stimulate us to
15th of August next. All persons having any
there appeared to be a gradual decay of the
Briggs, Kimball, and an Irishman named preserve it.
demands against the subscriber are desired
. .
whole
system,
her
face
continued
to
swell,
Lovane,
were
arrested
in
Newport,
a
shoit
By Geo. Barrell, Esq.— I he Surviving Of
to present them for immediate payment.
a let 1er to the Editors;
till both cheeks burst, so that her breath
BARNABAS PALMER.
n Alabama, who W time since, on suspicion of some connexion ficers and Soldiers of the Revolution.
appeared to pass through her cheeks ; and
with the Exetfer,Bank robbery. No bibs of
By Capt. Geo. W. Putnam,— The spirited
July 5.;
for
a
number
of
days
before
she
died,
she
this bank were found on them though they, and Patriotic Citizens of York and Eliot—
ie 1st of March, I te did not give a very intelligible account of They have this day evinced a love ot Liber could not see. She was never known to be 'HTITAS on hand for sale a large assortment
... . ■■
VW........
west of the ** themselves, or the relation m which they ty and Independence worthy of emulation— sick a day before her last sickness, Her IJL of
Indiana, andlwh Xd to each Other. Neither did it appear -may the feelings they now cherish be perpet- growth stopped at the age of 9-or 10 years, as
JAMES
K.
REMTCH
did also that of her faculties in some meas
if the Qdminrstrai» how they came in possession of the money
HAS JUST RECEIVED
e wfist. I havenotw they had with them. T hese circumstances Ut By Capt. J. S. Thompson,—Andrew Jack- ure. Her height was four feet and two inch of the first quality, and latest fashions, which «g BALE BOOL&X 2»APER and BORhe will sell as low as can be bought in Bos
1 receive votes off
induced the Justices to commit themrior fur son—^ Possum up a gum tree, Woodchuck, in es.
JL DERS, of elegant patterns and at low
In Dearborn, John Rankins, a revolutiona ton, at wholesale or retail.
iio, 16; Kentucky,«
ther examination. Briggs has long been no a hallow.
.
pri ces.
ry soldier, aged 83. He served in the army
3; &4issouri,2;lM
torious, and Kimball, it was ascertained, had
By a guest—John Quincy Adams—ihe
July 5,1828.
__________ _
WANTED—1000 Lamb Skins,
ksou will get the rt
not long since graduated from NewHamp- distinguished Scholar—the Consistent re of the revolution, eight years and four months, i in payment for the above article.
was in the battles of Lexington, Bunkerhill,
IhireState prison. It was on this account publican—the undeviating Patriot.
\labatna,5;
Kennebunk, July 5,1828.
■that we said in our last, a committal
By a guest—The next President—Offices Whiteplains, Stillwater, Monmouth and
22i
men though without precise cause, would to the capable and experienced—Honors, re Trenton. Also present at the capture of
; votes in the wesW
A
Turnip Seed,
not come afniss. We are the more convinc wards and tiieir Country’s gratitude to the Burgoyne and Cornwallis. Was taken pris
ates will stand-l^
^¡i1 ITUATED in Kennebunkoner
by
the
Indians,
and
with
them
a
long
F
this
vear
’
s
growth
;
Also,
ed of this, from a disclosure ju^t made o us successful Soldier.
—So much for (R
Port, on the road leading
7
r t
•
SHAKSa RAKES,
bv a gentleman from Newport* wfio states
Bv a Citizen,—dndrew Jackson—ror his time.
ic- vest! I have r
__ from Kennebunk to Limerick, and
?n-it
on
Tuesday
last,
Mr.
Stephen
Dublois
' sen ices to our Country we honor him, but as
nal intercourse a»®
FOR SALE BY
about two miles and a half from Kennebunk
of that town, in pulling down some hay in we love liberty so we .will oppose his election
ay States, andji«^
Meeting-house.—Said land is well covered
PALMER & MILLER.
tis barn on Dean’s wharf, discovered a rollI to the Presidency.
lvide of theti-uesvr
with hard wood and pine timber and contains
July
12.
_______
of Exeter Bank Bills, in a Pa^e.^
about forty acres, adjoining land of Abraham
labelled so as to be immediately identified by
Currier and Joshua Nason. For further par
REPUBLICAN CELEBRATION.
rte Cashier of the Bank, then m town e
ticulars enquire of
■tingcjtfie AW#
bavins’ come to Newport on hearing ot the
WILLIAM PAT1 EN.
SHIP
HEREAS Abigail my wife has ab
juniitteeofF^i
Irrest of Briggs and his associates.
1 he Mr. Remich.
sented herself from my house,—this
Kennebunk-Port, July 5, 1828.
June 19th, the R
The 5,2d year of our National Independ
marks on the'strip of paper
town and State without my consent, 1 do
S'i'ON wastinai«*
bills were in the Cashier sown hand wilting. ence was celebrated by myself and wife at
hereby notify the public that I will not pay
askteredaM*
Other bills of the same bank were found in the head quarters o f correct principles, on
KENNEBUNK MJLYV2.
any debts of her contracting.
crtotheCIwi*
different parts of the ^meaba’:^0-a^H?u?sn the 4th instant, with emotions of patriotism,
y
THOMAS S* PERKINS.
ENTEREDthe whole amount found 1990 dollais*. and gratitude to our fathers for their daring
Kennebunk-port, July 5, 1828.
ng that the
ARRANTED to Produce Immediate
July
7
—
brig
Volant,
Fairfield,
17
days
\alor,
and
to
Him
who
had
vouchsafed
the
Briggs and his associates have since been exed the elest*»^’
ly a beautiful Japan J.i£uir>
an.ined, but there is bqdirect evidence against anniversary return of the day that made us from St. Thomas, with specie and 31 hhds.
office which 'i J
Blacking, superior to any other uqw in use.
them. Briggs, has been seen m the vicinity of free and gave birth to a Nation.
Molasses to Adam Stone, & Co.
administered,’«
The advantages of this BLACKING over
We arose at our usual time, a quarter be
the barn before-his arrest. Loayne was not ar
CLEARED.
LL persons are hereby forbid passing or every other kind hitherto invented, are so
.afitoccaMOti*
rested till some time, an hour perhaps, after fore five in the morning, in time to behold
10th,—brig Orestes, Nason, Hayti.
repassing through the land? owned by apparent, that it is only to be known to ob
the arrest of Briggs and Kimball. It is con- the beams of the glorious sun upon the sur
the Kennebunk Manufacturing Company,
MEMORANDA.
tain Universal Preference.
iectured, therefore, that he may have secret rounding hills, as he aiose illuminate the
Saco, July 5—Ar.'sch. Dorcas-Hawes, Bur  lying on the Eastern side of the Mousam Riv
ed the bills on hearing of the arrest of his ac dav and make glad the heart of man We ges, Providence ; 6th, sch. Columbia, Mor er. Those who pass or repass through said It is more Convenient, more Economical^
complices. The barn appeared to have breakfasted precisely at 7—and at 8 I took rill,’ do.
Ent. sip. Rose-in-Bloom, Farris, lands without having previously obtained lib . more Portable, and less liable to Waste.
been entered by means of a false kev. One my fishing line and pole and followed the va St. Johns, via BostonSailed, 6th, schs. ertv must abide by the decisions of the Law.
A Paper of this Powder will make halt a
rious
windings
of
the
Mousam
River,
some
MOSES TUTTLE.
thing is certain, the bills were found there,
Henrv, Emery, New-York; Fair-Polly, eny, mu.
pint of Blacking. It may be made all at once,
tiontel*®
and must be the same
iro,]ltbe ^xe' distance towards its source in quest of the Chase, Providence; Sally, Kelly, do. ;
Kennebunk, July 5, 1828.
or in such quantity as may be wanted for im
ter vault, and it will be difficult to find among fine salmon-trouts and Pickerel with which 7th, sch. Abigail, Leayitt, Providence ; 8th,
mediate use.
...
the visitors at Newport, any person upon it abounds. Having taken two fine fish sch. Dorcas-Hawes, Burges, do. ; sip. Com
It requires less labour in the, application ;
iber.”
I
.whom to fasten suspicion, except the fellows weighing two pounds and thirteen ounces,
bine,
Sears,
Fall
River.
produces
a
more
durable
and
Glossy
Black ;
implicated. Every possible means has been and two pounds and one ounce each, with
■othissabject>.J
Passed Elsinore, May 9, brig Floyd, Tripp,
antedimmediate ly and makes more blacking for the cost than
adopted to throw more light upon this trans several smaller ones, I returned home in
any other kind.
.
•
A FEW thousand Dry Hemlock Boards.
action. 'rhe Cashier has gone to New Yorx, time to prepare them for dinner, and at one of this port, Hamburgh Stockholm,
*** Each Paper is enveloped in printed
—ALSO—
where it is conjectured thatsomexu the mon we set down to an excellent repast, served
SPOKEN.
• Directions for its use.—Price X2| cents.
ey may have been exchanged by. the persons up in my wife’s best style, at which she pre
Lat. 20, long. 61J, brig Sabat, Clark, of A few thousand suitable for LATHING.
¡hngton addtoSj
For Sale by
JAMES K. REMiCxi.
PALMER Sc MILLER.
suspected, who, in the mean time, will be ssed with her accustomed grace and digni Wells, from Wilmington N.C. for St. Do
July
}
ty.
After
the
cloth
was
removed,
our
turn. July 5,
kept in confinement.
mingo. 'Justice of
1
Bhode Island American,
nd fitness of

NOTICE.

Sheriff’s Sale.
T

W

FEMALES.^

’

LIST OF LETTERS,

M

List of Letters

STATIONARY.

Notice.

A

Notice—-Pay.

HATS

T

E. GOVE.»,

PAPER HANGINGS.

HATS,

For Sale.

LOT OF LAND,

Prime English

O

Notice.

W

Partridge’s

Notice.

A

W

A.

Ilemlock Boards.

W

disgusting reptile, a toad, in the stomach of
a boy, named Butterworth, of Ainsworth, in
this vicinity. The father of the boy (a lad
c c FBI AKEN by virtue of an ExeAT WHOLESALEAND RETAIL
about fifteen years of age,) wafted on Mr. iork, ss.
Cution and will be sold at
,C. J.FOl/SOM&en
Hampson on Saturday morning,-with his son, Public Vendue, at the Store of Wheelwright »AS JUST RECEIVED, and offers for
and described his complaint. He had been kF Bourne, in Wells, in said County, on Sat Mm. sale, Cheat foil Cash or Country JHTAV-E received bv the 'shpn-'
from Liverpool, the remaindj.../'?6'
much afflicted for three years with a severe urday the 2d day of -August next, at three
. ‘
gnawing pain in his stomach and left side, o’clock in the'afternoon,—all the right, title Produce.
White and black Bobbinett Lace, 4-4 & 6-4; Spring supply of
which was at times excrutiatingq and to use and interest which Abraham IE Ithamor
Swiss Muslins ; Footings ; Linnen Braids ;
the boy’s expression, “ he was sure there Huston, of Sanford, have to redeem the
v,as some varmint within him.”—Mr. Hamp Homestead Farm on which they naw live, Linnen Twist;
which makes their stock very extent
son recommended a course of medicine ; one with the building thereon, the same being No. 2-00 Cotton Balls an>’> Lace Thread ;
ivprth) of the attention of pnrch u -s ae
dose was administered on the Monday, and under the encumbrance of a mortgage to the Clark’s superior Spool Ftoo^ ;
-AMONG WH^IMAr BE EOU^ ;
Ranyard’s Spool Cotton ;
.mother on Tuesday ¿ —rand by the effects of late George W. IValhngford, Esq.
Locks, Latches, lunges, Screws 5. \
Hemming’s Needles)
the medicine, a large full-grown and perfect
Files
of every size and dtsenmi^
From the CyJireSi Wreath
RICHARD SMI TH, D. Sheriff.
Blue Cassimeres and Broadcloths; mixed do.
ioarfwas voided. The boy took it into the
Cast and Sheet Iron Teakytihs; btewP''
BY MRS. C. B, WILSON.
June
27.
American,
English,
and
India
Nankins,;
house to his astonished parents, when, drag
Steelyards, Sad Irons, Ruffle VTOsW i j'
Calicoes ; Ginghams ;
I' WATCH FOR THEE.
ging its legs under its belly, it expired, it
Candlesticks and Lamps ; Tea Trays t ■
Colored
and
white
Cambricks
;
Linens
;
I WATCH for thee ¡—when parting day has nothing about it distinguishable from the
Rods; an extensive assortment of Com
Lawns
;
Linen
Cambricks
;
Sheds on the earth a ling’ring ray ;
common species of field toads. The boy
OPP!
Knobs and other cabinet trimmings
W
With his last blushes, o’er the rose
F>1AKEN on Execution and Muslins ; (Chopphs;)
was doing extremely well under such cir v
They have likewise received a]
will be sold at Public Auc Black silk and Bandana Hdkfs ; Cravats ;
A richer tint of crimson throws;
cumstances, and has since enjoyed sounder York,
American AIanufactures, such as 'E
And ev’ry flowTet’s leaves are curled
sleep than for the last two years.
tion, at the Store of John Storer & Co. in Ladies’ white cotton Hose ; Tapes ;
Andirons, Looking Glasses, ?ocfpt° ¡J?
Like Beauty, shrinking from the world ;
Bolton {Png.} flufier.
Sanford, on 'Saturday, the 26th day of July Black blue, buff and white Sewing Silks ;
SI
Joiners’Bench Screws and Bevils; If m A
Wlien silence reigns o’er lawn and lea,
1828, at tour of the clock P. M. all the right Twist; Pins ; Quality Bindings; Battistes;
Hatchets, Glue, Tacks and Brads,all si?-li The i
White and black silk Gloves ;
Then, dearest Love ! I watch for Thee !
in
equity
of
redemption
which
W
illiam
An old farmer on paying his rent, told his
Clay Furnaces, Brushes of every dkem^'
Blue, buff, and ¡fink satin Ribands ;
landlord he wanted some timber’ to build a Paul, of Sanford, has to redeem the follow Fancy silk Hdkfs.; Black Lastmgs ;
Training Guns and other articles tco iXl tie of hoi
I watch for thee '.—when eve’s first star
ing
described
mortgaged
real
Estate,
situated'
two print
house, and would be much obliged to him ifous to particularize,
Dimoties ; Rouen Cassimeres ;
Shines dimly in the heavens afar,
The woi
he would give him permission to cut down in said Sanford, bounded as follows, viz. Be French Drills; Brown Cambricks;
Sa
co,
May
21.
________
isew[3
^
And twilight’s mists and shadows grey
“sublim*
what would answer the purposes? The land ginning at Mousorii River on the S. E. side of Wire Taste ; Cap Ribands ; Colonge;
Upon the lake’s broad waters play ;
lord answered peremptorily, no 1” “ Why the road leading from Powers’ Tavern in Feather and paper Fans ; Rattan; 1 bread ;
When not a breeze, or sound, is heard,
then, Sir” said he, “ will you give me enough Sanford to Alfred, and runs S. E. by saiu Buttons; Colton Umbrellas; Parasols;
To startle evening’s lonely .bird ;
to build a barn ?”
No.”
To make a gate River to Lands of William Moulton, thdnce Valencia Vestings ; Black Levantines;
But hush’d is e’en the humming bee-—
then ?” “ Yes.” “ That’s all I wanted,” said N. E. to Lauds owned by a Mr. Day, thence Black Ribands ; Duck ;
FB1HE subscribers would inform the pt.
T*Ken, dearest Love :—I watch for Thee ! the farmer, " and wore than 1 expected.”
N. W. to Land of John Powers, thence by
JL
lie that they have entered intoco's'c Isthepr
said Powers’ Land and the road to the place Canton and Nankin Crapes ; Padding ;
the bene
nership, under the firm of
I watch for Thee !—when, on the eyes
begun at, containing about sixty-five acres Pressed Crapes;
rer, the
Of childhood, slumber gently Hes :
GOWEN
&
'TEBBETS,
with the Buddings .thereon, under the cncu>m- Gentlemen & ladies’ real horse skm Gloves ;
Ihe Exc
When sleep has stilled the noisy mirth
braiWc of v Mortgage to William Emery, jun. Ladies’ Crayons and Drawing Pencils ;
and
tliat
they will transact -.business at a (theAgi
Of playfull voices, round our hearth,
Indelible Ink ;
Store lately occupied by John Gowrv
ÿ
PjiNAKEN on Execution, and to o P'S an f< i rdafor e sai d.
And each young cue rub’s fancy glows,
Gamboge, Yellow Oner, and I Russian in Shapleigh^ where they intend ke-cutoq tan does
WILLIAM EMERY, jun. Deft. Sheriff.
’ * JL
to be sold at Public Auc~,
With dreams that only childhood knows,
Z?
z
.
ue
,
by
the
cake
;
Sauford, June 14th, 1828.
sale a general assortment of
Onçr
tion, on fylonday, the t-venly-eightli day'of
Of pleasure past—or yet to be-*—
Partridge’s Preservative,for chaises,
toilette
July next, at two o’clock in the afternoon, at
India
Goods
ni
Then, dearest Love ! I watch for Thee.
harness and shoes, a 11
and. highly rec
rire are
the house of th^ subscriber in Alfred—All
ommended article.
J-vando
GROCERIES.
the right, title and interest which Simeon
I watch for Thee!—Hope of my heart!
ixere
A KEN by virtue of an ExeDomestics.
and all articles usually enquired for—whid tnostex]
Chalbourn, jun. of Shapleigh, in said comi V„nv
Returning from the crowded atari
Iork, ss. H
cution and will be solii
sold at
at
will be sold at the lowest prices for Cash® Divani)
ty, has to redeem the following described re
Of worldly toil, and worldly strife ;
Yarns No. 7 to 16 ;
approved credit, Country Produce,a;idLun? Tib
al estate, situate in Lyman, infoaid county, it Public Vendue, front of the Post Office Knitting Cottons No. 17, 20 and 2o ;
And all the busy scenes of life
in
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
on
Monday
ber.
being the homestead farm of Simeon CnadThen, if thy brow of brightness wear,
Cotton' Fatting ; Bed 'Ficks ;
his appo
The smallest favors gratefully feerived the tare
bouni, sen. and on which he now lives, and the 21st day of July next, at eleven o’clock Check, Plaid and striped Ginghams ;
A moment’s space, the shade of care,
in
the
forenoon
—
all
the
right,
title
and
in

un
which was conveyed to said Simeon Chad
Shirtings and Sheetings, bleached and
JOHN GQWEK the reve
Mwsmile, amid that gloom; shall be
IRA TEC BETS, il and ci
The rainbow,of the storm to Thee !
bourn, juu. by deeds duly recorded. Also, terest which B&nja'min Day, of said Kenne
bleached;
.
c-TirAr'C!
Shapleigh, May 19,1828.
one other tract of land, situate in Waterbor bunk, has to redeem the homestead farm on Jeans ; Ladies’ morocco walking SHOES;
uotsint!
ough, in said county, containing thirty-six which lye now lives with the buildings there Do. Strapped-do. ; Heeled Prunella do.;
From the New-England Farmer.
acies. more or less, lying bn both sides of the on— the same being under the encumbrance Springed heeled do. ; Misses do.;
which
road leading from Alfred to Buxton, bound of a Mortgage.
which 1
Children’s do.'
SIGNS OF A POOR FARMER.
ALEX. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
Gun Powdei- ;
SjAHE Subscribers have entered into CoHe grazes his mowing land late in the ed by land of John Conant, Job Roberts and
Kennebunk, June 21st, 1828.
O. Hyson, Y. Hyson, 7
® «
partnership for the purpose of tradj dollars i
fall, and his pastures early in the spring, and others? The above desc ribed tracts are under
the
encumbrance
of
a
mortgage
to
Thomas
H.Skin.&So.ichong.V^
“
3
!
and will do business in this place under
consequently ruins both. Some of his cows
name of
Loaf, vyime, Haare much past their prime.
He neglects to Jewett, of South-Berwick, recorded on the
vana and brown $
. ?
keep the dung and the ground from the sills 101st page of the 119th book of York County1
&
of Ins building, and it costs him twenty dol records. Also, all bis right, title.and interest
& MIIÆEIÎ, Rice; Cassia; Allspice; Mace ; Nutmegs; PAEMEpi
They-will settle and close any unsettledao march,
lars to make repairs when one dollar’s worth in & to one fifth, part of certain real estate situ 'IT EEP constantly supp'ied with every Cloves; Old Whiskev;
counts standing on the books of Barnabas
Holland and Am. Gin ; St. Croix Rum ;
of work would have been sufficient if per ate in Shapleigh and Newfieid^in said county, S. description of SHaKER WARE;
Palmer, and respectfully solicit tlierr friends withse
N. E. do.; Indigo ;. Tobacco ; Copperas;
formed at leisure time, ten years beforte. He consisting of farming and timber lands, with
Such as Woollen and Linnen Wheels ;
dwelling
house,
Store,
Saw-mill,
and
Grist

Scythes; Glass; Snaiths ; Rakes; Cigars; and the public generally to favor them «¡d Fach
sows and plants his land until it is exhausted
.Selves
;,
Mortars
;
Noggins
;
Brooms
;
their patronage.
Figs ; Pipes ; Cotton ; Maccaboy Snuff;
before he thinks of manuring. He has gen mill and other buildings thereon, containing Sugar-Boxes; Dry Measmes ;
BARNABAS PALMES utv Go'
Sweet Oil ; Clear Pork ; Starch ; Brandy
erally tdAmuch stock, and many of them un in the whole, by estimation, about one thous Wooden Bowls ; Joiner’s Bench Screws ;
and
acres,
and
it
comprehends
the
Alien
The
J. K. MILLER.
ruly. He is always sure to have a great deal
Sperm Oil; Candles ;
Pails;
Churns;
Cheese-Tubs
;
and SeKennebunk, May 31, 1828.
of stake and pole fence. He says that lie Farm, the Báchelder Gore,; the Shaker Lot, Keeler Tubs ; &c. See. which they sell at the 4d, 6d, 8d, 10d, & 20d Nails; Cayenne ;
" chief
cannot farm it for want of money : this is the Newburyport Bank Lot, the- Laighton Shaker wholesale prices.
Allum ; Soap; Ginger ; Broom s;
The
frequently the case with good farmers, but L ot, and the property usually known and dis
June
38.
Slates;
Quills;
Slide
Rules;
B.
B
arnabas
P
almer
,
presentsliu
public
you may know a sloven by his inattention to tinguished as belonging to the Balch Mill
grateful
acknowledgments
to
his
friendsawl
Brass
Dividers
;
Patent
Saw
Setts
;
little things—his children’s shoes are spoiled owners. Also, ail his interest in the 'remós
Stock Locks ; Sheep Shears Coffee Mills ; others, many of whom during the fourteti ihe Sul
for shoe-strings to tie them, or for want of a tate at a place -called Scratch Corner, in
years of his residence in this town, have h
Shaving Boxes ; Cloth Brushes ;
Wate
thorough,
and
recently
occupied
by
little tallow to supple them—his door hin
vored him with their uniform patronageShoe Brushes; Head do.;
ges come off for want of a nail, and the door John Chadbourn,, now by D. Roberts, Esq. ■®~BEAL Japan Blacking, and
He would inform them.that he has taken
Cotton, wool and cattle Cards; Razors;
is destroyed for want of a hinge, and his mow and is tinder the encumbrance of a mortgage » PART RIDGE’S Blacking Powder,
¿Mr.
J. K. MILLER, into copartndr^bip the pii
Single
and
double
bladed
penknives
;
to
Thomas
Jewett,
of
South
Berwick
and
re

For Sale by
is trampled on and cattle gored for want of a
with him-, and it will be their object to merii Ululati
Shoe Hammers ; Scissors; Chest Locks ;
corded
on
222-d
page
of
126th
book
of
York
door; and all this loss is occasioned by not
JAMES K. REMICH.
a continuation of the patronage of his oldensTable Hinges ; Horse Rasps ; Files ;
his tin
timely driving and clenching a single nail. County records.
Kennebunk, July 5, 1828.
Latches ; Garden Rakes ; Butts and Screws ; tomers and friends. All persons havinguft- dollars
BENJA.
J.
HERRICK,
D.
Sheriff.
Nothing is in order—he has a place for noth
settled
accounts
with
hirn
are
requested»
Patent
Awls
;
Razor
Straps
;
Alfred, June 19, 1828.
ing, and nothing in its place. If he wants a
have the same adjusted as speedily as posti- Treasi
Knives and Forks Carvers ;
The
gimblet, a chisel, or a hammer, he hunts up
ble.
Plated Squares ; Bittons ; Curry Combs ;
chamber, out at the barn and corn house, in
Paint Brushes ; Tea ;
FBI
HE
subscriber
wants
to
purchase
a
good
. liéis c
the cupboard., and lastly when he has spent
fl
HORSE, for which a fair price ft ill Bristol Bricks for cleaning knives ;
; he enr
more time in pursuit than it takes him to do
Bottle ink ; Brads ; Glue ; Bonnet Paper ;
VnnT^^¡AKEN
on
Executions
all
the.
be
given,
if
offered
immediately.
the job, he finds it down cellar. He keeps
Wallets; Pod Augurs ; T rout Hooks;
right 1n equity which Samril H AT excellent farm in Shap- of the
RALPH CURTIS.
no stock of the smallest things ; it a button .Óel Drew, of Sh
Common and Cast Steel plane Irons ;
¿pleigh, in said County of
June 20, 1828.
-S- leigb. known by the name«
or a bail to a pail gives way, or. a key to a
Cupboard Locks.
York, has to redeem the undivided half part
the ROGERS farm, and for severyoke, or a pin to a sled, or a helve to an axe, of a certain tract or parcel of land lying in
Kennebunk, June 14.
______
al years past owned by Naha
a girting or a swingle to a flail, or even a
Morrill, Esq. of Wells, is offered for Sale®
tooth to a rake, he has none to replace them. said Shapleigh, and bounded on the road
FOR SJtLE BY
liberal terms—Said farm consists of upwards y Mos
He seldom does any thing in-stormy weath leading from Lebanon to Milton Mills, a.nd
». W. LOK» & BR
by lands lately belonging to Love Roberts,
of three hundred acres of good land, nearly fessili
er,' or hi an evening, and is sure to keep no
Kenuebunk-port,
June
21,
1828.
Asa
Drew,
Luther.
Godding,
Winthrop'
Hil

one half of which has been for many yea«
Tk
memorandum of little jobs that are to be
ton
and
others,
containing
one
hundred
and
Sl Co. under cultivation and is very, productive, jfcoun
done. You will perhaps hear of. his groan
seventy-five
acres,
more
or
less,
and
is
the
AVE received a large Assortment of thirty to forty tons of Hay being usually
ing about the hardness of the times frequent
cut on it yearly—The buildings, consist oh fbllov
ly in a bar room. Death and the tax gath homestead farm of the said Samuel Drew, Fill HE subscriber has just received from
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and
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stock they offer for sale at prices unusually barns (one nearly new) and other out build- been
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ings,—Its situation is uncommonly pleasant,
tow.
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he has been on a piece of good lahd for twen of said farm will be sold at Public Vendue,
GOODS,
A large assortment of Calicoes from 9d. to being, on the County road and bordering oh
ty years, ask him for a grafted apple, and he at the store of Moses Rollins, in Lebanon,
large, pond and commanding an extensive came
30 cts.;
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will tell you that he could not raise them for in said County, on Saturday, the twenty-sixth which he will dispose of at low prices.
prospect on the surrounding country.
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He takes paper rags payable in goods at White and col’d Cambricks ;
he never had no luck. His indolence and day of July next, at three o’clock afternoon.
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style
cash prices.
ISAAC FURBISH.
carelessness subject him to -many accidents.
” brown and black Linnens ;
CALEB
EMERY,
Deh.
Sheriff.
HENRY CLARK.
June 21.
He looses soap or cider for want of a hoop
Plain and fig’d, book, Swiss and mull Mus
June 19, 18138.
. Kens-ebunk-pnrt, June 1st, 1828.
in the midst of his busy ploughing, hisplough
lins ;
breaks because it was not housed ; and wlien
English and American Dimofies ;
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”
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Ginghams ;
he is reaping away from home his hogs
from
break into his garden for- want of an addition
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al board. He does not take the advantage
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of his'bm-ihess by driving it when he can, and
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Mix’d Pongees ;
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Black and col’d Nankin and Canton Crapes ; Quarter casks Currant Wine ; Malaga do,;
VINEGAR. Bbls. New-Orleahs Sugar ; Superfine Flour;
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”
”
” fig’d do.;
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quently drives his cattle with a club, and is Parks & Harris fifty six feet, thence south
Black, and col’d Saldins, plain ¿«nd fig’d.;
good pay.
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” and col’d Cirape Dresses ;
dren are also apt to. be late at school, and eight feet, thence...Vvesterly by kind of said
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”
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NE pair of good, secondai and Iron bound
PAPER HANGINGS.
whi
their books are torn and dirty. He is care Parks 8c- Harris, fifty-six feet to the point be
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less ; his children and domestics are so too. gan at. Sale on the preniises'.
the
White and -brown, French toid English Dril
WalNTED,
DANIEL WISE.
Aslie has no enterprise',"feo he is sure to have
lings ;
' '
.
Ma
As above, 200 Cords Oak and Maplf
Kennebunk, June 5th, 1823.
Conditions made known at the time and
no money. If he must have money, he fre- place of sale.
pin
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Scotch Derries ; GranClayills;.
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GRENVILLE C. W.ALLINGEGRD,.
as he is slack in his payment, and buys alto
Black Satt'n Lustings ;
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D. Sheriff.
gether on credit, he pays through the nose
yWlIlE uiidcrsighed Commissioners appulnt- English and American Stripes ;
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for every thing. His want of forethought,
den
JL vj by the Edge of Piobale lor the Patch Furnitures ;
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economy, and exertion makeshim poor, and
rise
county uf York, to receive and examine the Crape and gauze Mantles ;
June 7, 18¿8«
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’■Sei
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’ *’ '
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the
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his buildings month after month, without
the Overseers of thd Poor for fhetdW
Yellow Nankins i
being replaced. He feeds his hogs with All the right in equjty which uWi'/z HearLr lowed them for bringing in their claims and White, blue, green, pink and straw col’d
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the wool comes < if his sheep, he does not Berwick, and bounded as toHows, vu • North
i’h
account, (excepting those persons with wm
Sattin, taffata, cap and garniture Ribbons;.
seem to think that it is for want of care and erly by Daniel and Samuel Page’s land ; nesdays of June next and the five fallowing .Silk and cotton Velvets ;
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food. He is generally a troublesome bor- easterly by Wells line, southerly by laud of months, from two to five o’clock in the after Camblet, lasting and gilt Buttons;
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harboring or trusting Martha Buzsell,^
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of Theodore Buzzell,on account oftheaF.
th<
C as si me res;
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in other words, he cannot be good- as a man and place of Sale.
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tracting will be paid,
,
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sortment of
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A. Live Toad in the Stomach.—The kind
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al Preacher, for June,are reaoy ■
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